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Imitation i s 1
Most Since

We can supply
d e t a i l e d f i n a n c i a l s o n y o u r takeover target,
a l e r t you o f a co
a n d give y o u

But what make
so light i s

We may not know bike frames, but no one knows financial intelligence better than Disclosure. With Global
Access, get online access to 5 million real-time and historical corporate filings. Tap into our SEC and Worldscope
databases. Draw key intelligence through our insider trading analytics and expert commentary. And perform
custom analysis and competitive comparisons with spreadsheet-ready financials. For a demonstration, visit
www.disclosure.com/dga.Or call 800-236-6997 x202 to access the world's largest source of financial intelligence.

F i n a n c i a l
Diwioiure ii a qktgiitered hademark of Diiclorure Incorporated. A .+inrark Company.

O m n i s c i e n c e
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online Joztmal is not just my
ting point for financial information,
it's also the closest thing America
has to a great national newspaper. 99
Cc The

Jack PIuenneke
Business Week, August 1996

&'There is no question.
Dow Jones's content is the benchmark
for business information. It's the best.
You start and finish with Dow ones."
MaryAnn Whitney, Team Leader, Library Services,
Chevron Services Co.

&'If you can't find it here,
it hasn't been published."
Mike Hogan
PC Computifzg,November 1996

For more information about Dow Jones,
visit our Web site or call 800-369-7466 ext. 4138.

$3997 Dow Jones &Company, Inc All rights resew&.
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23 Overcoming Procrastination: A PracticalApproach

"I'm going to stop procrastinating...tomorrow!" Although a familiar diatribe, it is
important to recognize procrastination as the serious time waster it is, affecting the
amount and quality of our work. Andrew Berner shares ways to control
procrastination in order to more effectively do our jobs.

29 Solo Power: How One-Person Librarians Maximize Their Influence
As more and more organizations downsize, rightsize, and otherwise seek to control
operations costs, more managers are determining that what they need for
information delivery is one well-educated, well-organized, and enthusiastic employee
who delights in the challenges of providing information services in a focused
environment. Guy St. Clair explains this trend.
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Dear Fellow SLA Members,
When our last dues increase was implemented in January 1995, several
promises concerning improved members services were made to you. Today, I
can say we have achieved those goals, due in part to the vendors' contributions that helped us fast-track the implementation of many projects.
Some of these projects have included the Virtual Bookstore, our first venture into the electronic commerce arena, our award winning Web site, the
professional competencies project, and an expanded distance learning program. These programs have been well received, and you have said that you
wanted more enhanced membership service, It is now time for us, you and
me, to underwrite their continuing costs.
The Board of Directors, at their June 6, 1997, meeting, unanimously approved the Finance Committee's long-range Frnancial plan. One component
of the plan is a modest dues and fees increase to become effective January 1,
1999-a full four years after the last dues increase.
The association's five-year forecast shows that without an influx of addi'onal net income, the association would run in a deficit position by as early
1998, with an estimated deficit of more than one-quarter milbon dollars
Each year it becomes more costly to operate the association in the capacity to which we, the members, have become accustomed. Furthermore, SLA's
financial base is jeopardized by increasing activities within the not-for-profit
regulatory environment, It is, therefore, becoming more critical that SLA
maintains a strong membership dues base. The association's current dues
income as a percentage of total income is 25 percent-much less than the 40
percent industry standard.
At the Winter Meeting, January 22-24, there will be a full presentation on
the rationale for the long-range financial plan, including the dues increase,
to the chapter and division officers. They will be directed to share this information with you. As you get the details of our proposal, I hope you will feel
free to contact either me, Treasurer Dick IYaUace, or one of the other members of the board of directors, your division or chapter leadership, or visit
our Web site for information.
I am confident that once you have had time to review our long-range 6nancid plan, you will support it. Your support will enable us to provide you
with the necessary leadership competencies that you and the association
need to be successful in the twenty-first century.
Sincerely,

Judy Field
President, l997/98
jfield@Iisp.purdy.wayne.edu
4 Information Outhwh * December 1999
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'We learned that S L A
is leading the association
field in many ways,
especialiy when it comes
t o virtual initiatives."

As information professionals, you are familiar with the feeling of success and honor that comes
when someone gets the information you have packaged or presented and gives you an enthusiastic,
positive response. When it comes to SLA's cooperative endeavors with professional organizations with
whom association staff are active, we at headquarters can appreciate that good feeling too!
Through our inter-association relationships, we have been taking an informal survey of sorts- to
see if SLA is on the right track in creating our V i a l Association and providing the most up-to-date,
cutting-edge services to you, our membership. As the professional association for global information
professionals, we feel that we a u s t follow in y m footsteps and "share information" with our peers as
well as voice our experiences with our professional associations. We are committed to fine-tuning and
improving existing products and services. In order to effectively do this, we have been looking to other
associations, having similar goals in terms of technology objectives, for role models as we grow the
Virtual Association over the coming years.
In our search for role models and through feedback, we have discovered that SLA is more often
than not being seen as the model! We contacted the Greater Washington Society of Association Executives (GWSAE), an association for associations, and met with their chief technology guru for a fourhour conversation. Through this candid discussion, we learned that SLA is leading the association field
in many ways, especially when it comes to virtual initiatives.
In fact, it became so apparent that we were on the right track, this gum asked that we present our
virtual program plans to an audience of local association executives at the GWSAE's educational conference and trade show held this October.
In the GWSAE presentation, given by SLA's Senior Assistant Executive Director Lynn Woodbury,
and SLA's Senior Director, Computer Services and Technology Maurice Harris, guidelines were shared
regarding the three-year plan that the SLA Board of Directors put forward for the Virtual Association. A
comprehensive booklet was compiled with sample memos, directives, and our electronic information
guidelines. The feedback from the program was positive and several attendees were anxious to log
onto our Web site during the coffee break. Others were looking forward to showing this plan to their
superiors in their respective associations as a desirable, even necessary benchmark.
In the interest of bringing you the best service and the most up-to-date member advantages, we
have a strong tradition of inter-association communication. In the last year, we have been recognized
by some of the associations with whom we have membership. To highlight some of these successes:
1. The American Society of Association Executives (MAE) named our Web site "A World Class Web
Site;"
2. Our Web site was given kudos and a full-page article in the Southeastern Assodahon Executive publication which serves association executives and meeting professionals in seven southeastern states;
3. Our 1997 Seattle Conference Communications Package won the Certificate of Achievement in
ASAE's Gold Circle Award Competition for Total Convention Communications.
The nature of a healthy association is built upon honest give and take. In the new year, I hope you
will take advantage of the offerings SLA is providing for you, and I implore you to give back to SLA in
terms of involvement, feedback, and participation in our programs offered at all unit levels. We are
here to assist each other down the road of professional success.
On behalf of the SLA Board of Directors and Staff, I wish you a happy holiday season and a most
prosperous and joyful new year for you and yours and may all our SLA ventures be rewarding. Happy
Hanukkah, Merry Christmas, and Happy Kwanzaa or whatever tradition you celebrate this season of
our year. Cheers!

Q d

l? &&-JL

David R. Bender, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Information Outlook December 1997
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Association committees are
an opportunity for members to
participate on the SLA team. I am
now buildii a roster of interested players; are you one of them?
Each spring, the president-elect
appoints more than 100 members to join the elected leaders in
running the association by serving on committees. These committees work in many areas advising the board of directors.
What's in it for you? If you want
to expand your skills, you can
select a committee on a topic new
to you and learn more about it as
you work on the committee's
projects. On the other hand, if
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you have expertise in a topic,
you can polish your expertise in
a new setting and gain skill ir,
sharing your knowledge with
others. Whether a newcomer or
a longtime player, by working
on a committee, you can take
pride in buildig a stronger SLA,
Read the descriptions of tine
committees in your Who's Who,
and then volunteer for consideration as a member. One of the
most common reasons for not
participating is "nobody asked
me." Now I've done just that Of
course, if you'd prefer to recommend a colleague, I'll listen to
those suggestions as well. I look
forward to hearing that you
want to join "Team SLA."
-Suzi Hayes, president-elect.

Hayes may be contacted at:;561-498-7336: f m 1-561-2723828; e-mail: suzi@pS.seflin.org

Giving &W'S
?%2~ Reafly WanUM8lreed
The SLA distance learning
videoconference "Giving Users
What They Really Want!h'eed"
broadcast to nearly 50 cities in
the US., Canada. and London
on October 16. The broadcast
was a complete success, with
more than 1OOC informatior,
professionals participating. The
videoconference focused on
how to determine what users
are real& looking for and how
to deliver what is needed in an
increasingiy virtual and electronic world. TQ order &e video, call SLA's book order dcpartment at 1-202-234-4700,
ext. 643 or visit the SLA V i a l
Bookstore at wm.sia.org.

Including shipping and handling, To order, conract SLA's
Book Order Department, at 1202-234-4703, ext. 643; emil: books@sla.org,or visit tine
SLA Ertud Bookstore at
www.sla.org.

sM Eiectian~a0
He@in January 199

The Special Libraries Association election for Board of Directors will take place much
earlier beginning with the 1998
elections. Ballots wiil be mailed
out on January 12, 4998, with a
return postmark no later fnan
Febrdary 25, 1998.
The following is a list of tips
t h a t m u r e that your vote is
vdid.
DO vote early.
Do mark your ballot in pencil
or black or blue ink
Do return your ballot & in
the pre-addressed envelope
The f 997 Stataabbhe. provided.
Art Institute
Do type or print your name
The SLA 1997 Stzte-of-the- and address only in the reArt Institute "Knowledge Man- turn address space on the
agement: A New Competitive pre-addressed envelope.
Asset" offered November 6-7 in Do read the instructions careVashington, DC, was another fully for each office before
successful. sold-out ~rofession- casting your vote.
a1 development program. The
Tlle foEcwir,g wii! receive
Institute explored the essential ballots for association officers:
elements of knowledge man- members, associates, students,
agement and how it can en- retired, and retired member forhance corporate productivity $-five year honorees.
%fyou do not receive a ballot
and competitiveness. The
speakers were from diverse within a reasonable time, please
backgrounds-academic; corpo- c d ll!e association office and
rate information, markeeticg, request a duplicate.
If you have asy questions
etc., and proved to be very interesting and thought-provok- regarding voting procedures,
ing. The Institate proceedings please call the association office
will be available for purchase in an< speak with Ernie Robinsoa
January 1998 and will cost. (e-mail: ernie@sia.org).
Let yozr voice be heard:
$40.25, SLA members $JZ.CO,

m.

Bsa& @%sf

The following ad hoc commit tees were appointed to review
and provide comments on the
four sections of the paper: Governance-Monica Ertel, Sylvia
Piggott, and Peter Moon; Membership Development-Rebecca
Vargha, Cynthia Hill, and Suzi
Hayes; Membership Services-Anne Abate, Richard Wallace,
Sharyn Ladner, and Bruce Hubbard; Organizational Structure
and External Activities-Julia
Peterson, Stephen Abram, and
Richard Hulser. Finally, the
amendments to the Bylaws vote
overwhelmingly passed.
For a full list of board actions, contact Ernie Robicson
at: 1-202-234-4700, ext 616;
fax: 1-202-265-9317; e-mail:
ernie@sla.org.

P%
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The SLA Board of Directors
conducted their Fall Meeting on
October 24-25 at SLA headquarters in Washington, DC. The
board approved several reammendations including: Dr. Stan
Davis as the keynote speaker for
the 1998 SLA Annual Conference; the Finance Committee's
recommendatiori that any N
1997 General Fund residual
earnings are to be distributed to
the Conference 2000 Fund; the
Finance Committee's recommendation that the budget requests
as submitted by the Affirmative
Action Committee and the Technical Standards Committee be
included in the 1998 Budget; the
Finance Committee's recommendation that the board appropriate the necessary funds tolfrom
the Information Technologies
Fund to replace the current Association Management System
software; the Draft N 1998
Budget for the Restricted Funds;
the theme Knowledge Leaders
for the New Millennium: Creators of the ZizJomzation Fziture
for SLA's 90th Annual Conference in Minneapolis; and the
recommendation that Chicago,
IL, be the site for the Winter
Meeting January 24-26, 2002.
Further, regarding professional
development, it was approved
that the board of directors will
direct the executive director to
have staffwork with the professional Development Committee
to develop a working model for
Career Advisory Services and
Continuing Education, which
will encompass the key aspects
of the Competencies report.
The board also approved the
Finance Committee's reiommendation to accept the longrange financial communications
plan; and received the White
Paper on SLA Governance for
further study and examination.

CE courses taught, awards
received, articles published,
etc.); and
other items we should know.
We would like to know what
it is about this person that
makes him or her an ideal nominee for the election slate. If
possible, please provide some
information on his or her
thoughts about our profession,
the association and its current
and future activities, or any
other relevant comments that
distinguish these individuals
from your colleagues. DO NOT
HESITATE TO NOMINATE
YOURSELF-no
need to be
modest if you know you can
contribute to the profession at
this highly visible level. All
submitted information with be
confidential. The offices for the
1999 election are: presidentelect, directors, division cabinet
chair-elect, and chapter cabinet
chair-elect.
Send your nominations by
Wednesday, December 10 to:
Ethel M. Salonen
Knight-Ridder Information, Inc.
Three Cambridge Center

ndea:
6a%f
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The Nominating Committee
for SLA's 1999 election needs
your help. We must select 10
worthy SLA members to run for
office. Your assistance is needed
to help the five committee members make their selection from
among the many outstanding individuals within our association.
Please let us know who
among your colleagues is ready
and willing to serve the profession at the association leadership level, Send us the following information on each in&vidual
indicate the
.. . .
for which you are nominating
him or her:
nominee's name, address,
and phone number;
length of SLA membership;
offices held in &apters, divisions, or at the association level;
0
membership in associationlevel committees;
other activities with SLA
(membership on chapter
and division committees,

:
-

.
.

,

Estelle Davis, head of the
Science and Engineering Library,
City College of New York, died
September 18, 1997. Davis was

born in the
Ny where
she graduated from City College
with a BS. in
She attended St. John's University in
York*NY, lvhereshe earned
a master's degree in library Xience. She also earned masters'
degrees in environmental health
Hunter
New York,
hT, and in public health from
New York,
hX Davis joined the City College
Library Department in 1984 as

Cambridge, MA 02142
Tel: 1-617-494-1 114, ext. 26
Fax: 1-617-494-5 122
E-mail: ethel-salonen@krinfo.co

With the colors of autumn
descending on Washington, International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) Secretary General Leo Voogt also
arrived to spend a month meeting with U.S. library association
leaders. Mr. Voogt first visited
with SLA Executive Director
David Bender and other members of staff during a lunch held
at SLA headquarters in early
October. Mr. Voogt discussed
the importance of greater international cooperation among the
many library associations in existence. That meeting was followed by a visit with the SLA
Board of Directors during their
Fall Meeting at the end of October. Mr. Voogt reiterated h ~ call
s
for greater cooperation, and
urged SLA leaders to continue
their ascent to achieving global
influence on the profession.

an instructor in the science and
engineering division. She was
appointed to associate professor and also served as division
chief for four years. During her
career, she demonstrated enthusiasm and dedication to the
students, faculty, and staff at
City College. Davis was an aclive member of SLA, serving as
chair of the Engineering Division from 1994-1995. She was
also a member of the Library
Association of the City University of New York, the New
YorklNew Jersey Chapter of the
Medical Library Association,
and the New York Chapter of
the Association of College and
Research Libraries.
Information Outlook December 1997
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K. Wayne Smith, president

and chief executive officer, Online Computer Library Center
(OCLC), Dublin, OH, announced
he will be stepping down as
president and CEO effective June
1998. Smith has been president
since 1989. He will continue to
serve in an advisory capacity. He
is an active member of the Central Ohio Chapter of SLA.

of
Francis J. Buckley, Jr. has
been named the superintendent
of documents, United States Government Printing Office (US.
GPO), Washimgton, DC. He wilI
be responsible for overseeing the

public distribution of millions of
government publications, operating a large mail order program,
and maintaining 24 bookstores
nationwide. Buckley is a member
of the Cleveland and Michigan
Chapters and the Information
Technology Division.

g8~FEgdE ~ p a ~ d i f63
ig
the Ux%,
Jane Cooney, owner of
Books for Business in Toronto,
OX, is expanding her book
specialty store into the U.S.
market. Books for Business
will open its first US. store in
Chicago, IL, in January 1998.
Cooney is a member of the Illinois and Toronto Chapters as
well as the Business 6r Finance Division. For more icformation, contact Books for
Business at: 1-800-850-0087;
or via e-mail at: cooney
@booksforbusiness.com.

%%JLibrary and

m
-
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The Uwlversity QP
&Wh FBorlda %mp2

Program Award&
Grant

A ~ 3 r d ~Grant
d

Wayne State University
OIJSUJ Library a ~ Infomation
d

The University of South
Florida, Tampa Campus Library, has been awarded a
$100.000 grant by the Florida
Public Post Secondary Distance Learning Institute. The
grant's purpose is to establish
a Distance Learning Library
Initiative Reference and Referral Center. The Referral Center
w i l serve as a library for students and faculty participating
in distance learning in higher
education across the state.
Participants in the program
will have access to information via various modes of
communication including the
postal service. 800 numbers,
e-mail, and the Internet.

Science Prograx has been
awarded an $88,000 grant for
the education of urban librarians
by the U.S. Department of Education. Tne grant will fund four
Ml-time library and kJormation
science graduate fellowships in
Winter Semester 1998. The fellowships w% assist individuals
planning to work in ~ r b a nareas
LImeeting the information needs
of mltiracial, multiethnic populations in meti-opolitan environments. To be eligible, applicants
must meet WW, Graduate
School of Library and Information Science Progrm adrissions
criteria. For xore information,
contact Rachel H~~ber,
Dean's Office, at 1-313-577-4149.

CPFBPUS bihroy

Document suppliers come and go but CISTI is here to stay
CISTI has been providing information since i924. Our in-house collection grows by
1,000 new items a day. We are one of the world's principal document suppliers in science,
technology, engineering, medicine and agriculture, processing about 2,500 orders daily.

CISTI's successful document delivery service is built on 5 principles:

1 Reliability 2 Speed
Our dediczted
staff and fdiy
automated system
supply articles,
reports and conference proceedings
from our in-house
colleciion.

Most orcers are
processed in one
day, while our
urgent service
delivers in only
4 honrs.

3 Flexibility 4 Economy
We offer 12
options for ordering (OCLC, DOCLIN" Web and
others) and fax.
Ariel, ftp, or privt
delivery.

Acicies can cast
as low as $8 each
(plus zctnal copyright charges).
Prices z e even
lower for high
volumes.

CIient Service
Our client service
team wili impress
you with the fast
acd meticulous
way they handle
yon: concerns.

For a free Guide to CISTI'S D o c u m e ~ tDeliveq Sewices or to regisier contact CISTI
at 1-800-668-1222,cisti.info@nrc.caor http://www.nrc.ca/cisti
CELEBRATING 75 YEARS OF SERVICE I S 1999
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countries. To disseminate this ingpursued. Currently, the Rus- : access the Web site and proproposed standard, the icon set sian fde is stored as an image mote this icon set too.
Wilda Newman concluded
for 23 Actions, 9 Fields, and 10 . file, and is slower in retrieval. A .
Operators were mounted at PDF file will replace this in the her second four-year term as an
http://lorne.stir.ac.uk.liconstd/ near future, but the current file elected member of the IT Secresults1 with English text.
can be used now. Additional : tion at the Copenhagen conferPhase 111 proposes that the translation is being planned for - ence this year. She has begun
standard icon set concluded in the reports of Phases I and I1 to - work with the XFLA Library
Phases I and 11 of this project be ensure that the non-English Theory and Research Section,
speaking world participates in Division VII, Education and Re. moved into the standards domain worldwide to ensure its promulgating this proposed search. Mewman continues as
Project Lead, Phase 111 of the
.adoption for use in bibliographic standard worldwide.
. information systems. That is,
The Internet Draft, devel- . GUI Icon Standards Project,
the project will work through the oped according to the guide- with hopes of pursuing this
IETF (Internet Engineering Task lines of the IETF in Phase 11, work jointly between IT and LiForce), ISO, and AYSI, to further will be pursued in 1997-1998. brary Theory and Research to
promote and enter this effort Additionally, grassroots work the benefit of both groups,
into the process of formalizing continues. Vendor contacts and IFLA, and worldwide informathe adoption of this set of icon . conference meetings are being . tion access and retrieval. The
- standards. It is expected that - used to personally inform po- . continuing project also includes
IFLA, as an organization, wiU . tential users of the icon stan- Bruce Royan, Project Support,
also assume a role in support of dards. Articles are being pub- Steven Carr, Project Support and
Iished in the professional jour- - GL. Project Web site, SCRAN;
. the effort toward adoption of
this standard. The project is con- nals, and announcement and . and translators Mireille Chazal,
discussion at appropriate ven- : French; Hans-Christoph Hobo. tinuing to work with vendors
and services within the library ues occur, for example, at the - hm, German; Yakov Shraiberg,
and information communities IFLA Internet Discussion Group. Russian; and Jesus Lau, Spanaround the world to further the The I F L A N ~ ~listserv was ish; with IFLA Web site supuse of these icons in their prad- . screened over the past several port, Terry Kuny and Leigh
uct offerings and to gain further months to identify potential us- Swain, National Library of Caners or exploiters of the standard ada, and UDT, Ottawa, Canada.
- use and acceptance of the icon
: set. The Web site for accessing icons. Work will continue in . Please visit the GUI Web site
the icons and current effort on this area to develop direct corn- and comment to Wilda Newman
- Phase III of this project is at:
munication between the GUI . or to the site itself. She can be
http://www.saan.ac.uk.iconstd.
Project and these related types : reached via e-mail at: wilda.
8
Bruce Royan's facility, SCCRAN of efforts. SLA members can newman@jhuapl.edu.
(Scottish Cultural Resources Access Network), is supporting this
. and Steven Can: is managing the
by Wilda Newman. Newman ir information resources manage<
Web site at the sme facility.
Administrative Services Departmen6 Johns Hopkins University,ApEven though it was desir- plied Physics Laboratom Laurel, MD. For more informarion on
able to have the icons "stand- "InternationalNews, " or to contribute ot the column, please con: alone" without text, the review tact Barbara Hutchinson at: 1-520-621-8568;fcLK: 1-520-621- and voting process conducted in
3816; e-mail: barbarah@ag,aniona.edu.
Phase I1 concluded that as not
-------Y
possible. Thus, the set of stan1
dwd icon graphics and text is j Please note the following correction to Copyright Corner,
: now available in four of the five
November 1997
IFLA languages. The transla- ,
One additional consideration in the Legal Protection of
I1 Databases:
. tions were prepared by Jesus
: Lau, Spanish; Mirielle Chazal,
"Finally, is the issue of the First Amendment or Free
French; and Yakov Shraiberg,
Speech and will copyright protection restrict the communicaRussian. The Russian text in
tion of facts?" (see Copyright Corner, ~ u g 1997;
,
Professor L.
Cyrillic presented some techniRay Patterson, "Copyright and Free Speech Rights.")
cal challenges and these are be.. .-. .--'

&mStandards for
iagraphi~Databases

U.Sa-$c%8tti$k
hint
l%$c$ i%f!

~

~

Several members of the Specia1 Libraries Association (SLA)
are invohed at many levels of
the International Federation of
Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). In 1995, the
IFLA Standing Committee on Information Technology (IT) undertook the GUI Standards
Project at the Istanbul meeting.
This US.-Scottish Project is
aimed at a standard set of icons
for bibliographic information
systems. The Project Head for
Phases I and I1 was Bruce Royan
(Stirling University), with
Project Support provided by Wilda B. Newman (Johns Hopkiis
University) and Project OfEcer
Steven Carr (Stirling University),
and was concluded in 1996.
Phase I of the project was on
development of a standard icon
set for bibliographic information systems and included publishing a feasibility study, seeking funding, developing icon
categories, and building an
electronic review mechanism for
the icons via Web pages.
Phase 11 of the project developed a full set of icon options;
publicized the project, including
provision for review and voting
on the icons and revision 'LO the
icon set based on the voting;
and suggestions and alternative
ideas put forth by those visiting
the web site. This process concluded in a definitive set of
standard icon graphics, based
on the voting results from more
than 2000 people from 24
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5n Search of %he
Over the last year and a half, the United
States Government has been reviewing its
manual for classifymg standard occupations. The Bureau of Labor Statistics, an
arm of the Department of Labor, is responsible for ensuring that the revised manual
adequately addresses the workforce of the
twenty-first century.
SLA was involved from the start, proposing a new classification for "Librarians,
Archivists and Curators," and a new definition for "Information Professionals." Since
librarians had previously been stuck in the
"Education" classification, the idea for a
separate classification made real sense. Unfortunately, the term "information professional" is not a high profile phrase outside
the profession.
The Revision Policy Committee issued
its proposed classification listing in July.
While the committee accepted the SLA proposal for a new category, they were not as
receptive to a new definidon, However,
there was one more opportunity to make a
case for such a definition. SLA staff worked
in concert with members who were closely
monitoring development of the classification manual. SLA reasserted its desire for a
definition that more closely fits the role of
the profession in the work environment.
The hard work paid off. The committee
was receptive to the proposal, although
concerned with the term "information professional," which was viewed as somewhat
vague. SLA was asked to refine the definition, due to its length. The result is a proposed definition that is general enough to
address the profession at large:
Information Professional: Provides
timely, working information to fkrther the
objectives of libraries, educational institutions, museums, non-profit organizations,

government agencies, corporations, news
organizations, law firms, and health care
providers. Possesses expert knowledge of
information resources, and anticipates the
needs of the organization or client. Criticaliy
evaluates and filters information to design
tailored information products that can meet
the strategic goals of the organization or
client. Functions also include acquisition,
cataloguing, circulation, collections maintenance, and reference services; compiling,
analyzing, writing, editing, computer programming, and systems design.
No timetable has been set for official approval or rejection of our proposal. But a
moral victory has been scored, thanks to
the recognition by the committee that our
profession is rapidly evolving. Specid
thanks go to Joan Gervino, chair of the SLA
Government Relations Committee; Rita
Ormsby and Lois Weinstein of the New
York Chapter; Jeanne Bohlen of the Philadelphia Chapter; and Roger Haley and Donna Scheeder of the Washington, DC Chapter.

Database P~&c@@s9
Reeciives WarIdwi
For several years now, the copyrigllt
universe has engaged in discussions, debates, and negotiations on the direction of
copyright for electronic informatior,. The issues of infringement, liability, criminal penalties. and banning of devices related to infringement have captured our attention.
Linked to this debate, while failing to receive as much attention, has been the ongoing struggle to determine whether databases or compilations should receive further protection under copyright law. Europe
has led the way on this issue, moving
ahead with its own policy development
even when the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) rejected a new protection for databases.

For more inJonnation on "GovernmentRelations Outlook," or to contribute to the column,
please contact Directoc GovemmentRe1ations/ohnCrosby at: 1-202-234-4700,ext. 629;
fa:
1-202-265-931C e-mail:john-c@sla.og.
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In 1991, the United States Supreme Court
ruled that databases z e not protected by
copyright based on tine labor expended by the
compiler (F&t &fications y. Rural mephone Sewice CG.) From that point, the US.
and European national governiients embarked on a campaign to achieve a suigened
protectiofi (a new right) for databases. Attempts were made at the domestic Ievel in the
U.S. and tl~~ough
the Eucpean Parliament,
and an international treaty was proposed.
The U.S. Congress failed to approve domestic
protection; the European Union produced a
directive to i t t member nations for incorporating such a protection into national law.
WPO proposed treaty never had a chance.
The European Union Directive on database protection accords to database makers
an exclusive "'right to prevent extraction and/
or reutilization of the whole or of a substantial part, evaluated qualitatively and/or pantitatively, of the contents of that database."
Thii right lasts for @ten years. However, if
the database is made available to the public,
the compiler may continually renew that 'right
for additional -Ween-year periods.
The United States has only recently begur?
to reconsider this matter. Rather than seeking
protections mder copyright like the European
Union, the US.House of Representatives is
currently considering legislation flat prohibits the unfair use or"data in a coliection. More
specificallyYthe bill would use Illisappropriation law to restrict companies from taking
significant quantities of time-sensitive information from their competitors' compilations.
So tern. of protection is provided, although
several provisions are made for liitations
and exceptions relative t~ copyright.
The worldwide prognosis is unclear, although tne European Union will most certainly have a policy in piace by mid-1938.
Due to its legal ties with Europe in terms of
copyright, Canada may follow a sunilar route.
However, U.S. law may take a different path.
With most of the database industry residing
in these regions, they must eventually work
together to develop a seamless policy that the
rest of the world can use.
8

You can browse through our virtual shelves from anywhere
around t h e world at any time. With the clickofamouse, search
our extensive catalog of resources geared specifically for t h e
information professional.

I
It's your source for the most comprehensive
and up-to-date publication information.
T h e Virtual Bookstore is updated regularly and includes the
most recent information on publication dates and prices. Each
book entry includes a full length description, table of contents,
and book reviews (when available).

It's safir to use your credit card here than it is
to give it to a waiter at a restaurant,
T h e Virtual Bookstore utilizes t h e latest Internet technology
(Secure Socket Layer) t o encrypt your account so you may rest
assured that all credit card transactions are private and secure.

It's resources a t yourfingertips. Come and see for yoursel5
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Link t o "Publications" at www. sla.org
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Two years ago in SpeciaList, Ann TaIcon asked an all-encompassing question,
"What do special librarians want?" Answer: "Tools to justify our value to our
management." Talcott explicated the other
things that SLA members wanted, mainly
to create valuable, meaningful research to
utilize in our organizations.
In that same article, Talcott summarized
findings from a research forum that took
place at the Great Lakes Conference in Chicago. The SLA Research Committee, in cooperation with five other knowledge industry associations, organized this forum to
listen to practitioners, academics, and other
stakeholders in obtaining new strategic directions in the area of research. Rather than
repeating Talcott's fine article, the emphasis
here will be answering the questions: Did
SLA implement the suggestions and recommendations from the Forum? What has
been accomplished since that time period,
and what is left to do?
Facilitated by SLA members, 46 Forum
attendees were partitioned into five groups.
The attendees were given two activities to
perform in their groups: 1) select one topic
the group would like most to be researched
in the next year and 2) reconmend avenues
of support for their topic (i.e., financial, organizational, publications). Themes that
emerged from these groups were as follows:
value, justification of their positions, communication with management and decisionmakers, how to use management's language, and ensuring the credibility of SLA
research results by partnering with wellknown entities and other mechanisms.
In addition to these themes, speakers
on a panel gave perspectives about the

constraints of research, issues to consider in
the production of research, as well as other
topics to pursue. Those topics included exploring models in other fields, appropriate
technology, core competencies, and fne future role of the information professional.
Afwr the Forum, the attendees were sent
letters, requesting their feedback. All
stressed the value of research and suggested ways to communicate research activities
to SLA members, including using SpeciaList
and Special Libraries.
The Research Committee reported those
findings to the board and recommended
some immediate action items: increase
funding for research, investigate potential
corporate partners in research, continue
the cooperatwe ventures with other iibrarylinformation associations, to solicit
research proposals to develop tools by
which to measure the value of services
provided by information professionals in a
variety of settings.
Since 1995, several Forum recommendations were implemented. SLA did dramatically increase its funding and sought ways
to support it. Corporate entities, such as Association Research Inc, have partnered with
SLA in analyzing our survey data, thus giving it objectivity and credence. SLA solicited
a research study from Paul Kantor, a library
science expert, in developing tools for measuring value in special libraries. SLA also
has funded studies about outsourcing. Goldspiel award winners have been selected in
looking at the impact levels of technology on
infonnation services in corporate settings.
Research also provided funding for the report on Core Competencies ofthe Infomation
P/ofessional. SLA Research publications,

by Rebecca A. Smith. Smith is coordinator of rgerence sewices, West Campus Librag
Texas A&M University and a member ofthe S U 3 Research Committee. She can be reached
via e-mail at: rebecca-smith@sla.org.For more information on "Findings:Research & Your
Bottom Line, " please contact Director; Research Ruth Arnold, Ph.D. at: 1-202-234-4700,
ext. 6615;fay: 1-202-265-931E e-mail:mth@sla.org.
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along with applications for Goidspiel grants,
and past Goldspiel award whners, axl the
Research Agenda are on the SLA home page
at m~.sia.org.Informatian Outlook f e z
exes this column to inform members of research activities within and those relevant
oatside SLA,
What remains? More research proposais
on developing tools on costlbenefit methodologies and how to communicate those results to management and decision-makers
are highly desired. What other techniques
can information professionals employ to access the optimal size of staff and organizational structures? What future technologies
are in store that wili greatly impact special
library services?
As there are more topics andior angles
on the current Research Agendz that have
not been addressed, the Researfn Committee has recommended another Forum, Research Agendz 2000, to determine the association's research priorities for the year
2000 and beyond. The committee is stil!
contemplating whether or not to hold the
Forum in conjunction with another regional
conference, winter conference, or anotller
venue. Funding for such a Forum requires
facilities, rescurces and time, not to mention facilitators and a redesign of questions
for the f o c ~ groups.
s
Until the year 2000, the Research Committee will contimie to feature programs at
the annual conference on t%evarious initiatives undertaken. The committee is also examining the Research Web page for its value to the membership. As one 1995 Forum
attendee commented on the feedback form,
"I've made a commitment ro more actively
be on the look out for, and pian research efforts List would be useful to n y library,
myself, and our profession. Merely keeping
a heightened awareness of opportunities for
research and analysis is the first step!" 8
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The experts know! You should go to the original source - LEXISB-NEXIS' -the
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The Russian Academy of Sciences' most prestigious journals are
available in English concurrently with their Russian language
originals. Published by MAIK Nauka/Interperiodica in Moscow,
these unique journals offer immediate access to leading Russian
research in the sciences. Accurate translations are prepared by
a carefully chosen team working closely with Russian authors
and editors, while high-quality printing in Korth America and
distribution worldwide by Plenum/Consultants Bureau ensure
rapid delivery of every issue.

Applied Biochemistry and
Microbiology*
Biochemistry (Moscow)*
Biology Bulletin
Doklady Biochemistry*
Doklady Biological Sciences*
Doklady Biophysics*
Doklady Botanical Sciences*
Human Physiology*
Journal of Evolutionary
Biochemistry and Physiology*
Lithology and Mineral Resources*
Microbiology*
Molecular Biology*
Russian Journal of Developmental
Biology*
Russian Journal of Ecology*
Russian Journal of Genetics*
Russian Journal of Marine Biology
Russian Journal of Plant
Physiology*
Water Resources*

Cosmic Research
High Temperature*
Solar System Research

*Covered by Chemicai Absfracfs

Colloid Journal*
Doklady Chemical Technology*
Doklady Chemistry*
Doklady Physical Chemistry*
Glass Physics and Chemistry*
High Energy Chemistry*
Inorganic Materials*
Journal of Analytical Chemistry*
Kinetics and Catalysis*
Radiochemistry*
Russian Journal of Applied
Chemistry*
Russian Journal of Bioorganic
Chemistry*
Russian Journal of Coordination
Chemistry*
Russian Journal of elect roc he mist^
Russian Journal of General
Chemistry*
Russian Journal of Organic
Chemistry*

Instruments and Experimental
Techniques*
Programming and Computer
Software
Protection of Metals*
Russian Microelectronics*
Theoretical Foundations of
Chemical Engineering*
I

1 Many o f these journals are widely abstracted or indexed b y Chemical j

/

For editorial inquiries,
visit MAIK Nauka/
Interperiodica at
http://www.maik.rssi.ru
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Abstracts, Chemical Titles, Current Contents, Energy Research Abstracts,

j Engineering Index, Excerpfa Medica, INSPEC Pfiysics Abstracfs, hternationai /
; Abstracts o f Biological Sciences, and World Translations Lrldex.
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Distributed Worldwide by
PLENUM PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Attn: Dept. MNI-97
233 Spring Street, New York, NY 10013-1578
(212) 620-8000 or (800) 227 -9364
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If information is power, then the World
Wide Web (WNW)offers us the opportunity
to empower thousands of users, if not more.
The WWW offers museums, archives, and
others with special collections the opportunity
to showcase materials that would otherwise
be seen by few individuals. Thii oppomnity
can be seen as both an advantage and a disadvantage depending on the interest generated as well as the staff time commitment required to launch a site and maintain it.
There are many examples of how these
types of collections are showcased on the
WWW. Some examples are elaborate, requiring a vast knowledge of hypertext
markup language (html) and many hours
of labor, while others are more basic, requiring less knowledge of html and fewer
labor hours. The examples of sites that follow tend to fall into three broad categories:
the virtual collection; the online exhibit;
and the electronic finding aid. Many sites
utilize a single method, while most choose
to mix and match for the greatest effect.

the user to "discover" the history of two
towns, and their populations, during the
American Civil War. This rich archive of information is composed of military records,
diaries, personal letters, maps, newspapers,
images, and public records.
This virtual collection also has components that mimic an interactive textbook.
This type of online exhibit marries a text
narrative with hypertext links to images
and virtual documem.
These types of resources are great teaching tools and, like this one, often come with
sample lesson plans and user guides. The
Library of Congress' American Memory Collection (http://lcweb2.Ioc.gov/ammem/) is
another example of the virtual collection designed as an interactive textbook with
teaching aids.

nline Exhibits

Interactive narratives are precursors to
the online exhibit. V i a l exhibits present the
patron with information in a manner much
like that in a museum. Stories are told by imNrtuaf Csfieetions
ages and documents, and the user walks virV i a l collections utilize original materi- tually through the exhibit. There are a numals to create an online resource. In many ber of advantages to providing information in
cases, these v h a l collections are meant to this manner. The first is that it requires little
be the resource. The Valley of the Shadow physical space. Materials are scanned into the
Project (http:lljefferson.viJage.Virginia,EDU/ computer and do not need to be mounted and
vshadow2/) is an elaborate version of the hung. This format also allows more patrons
virtual collection. To get an idea of the scope to "visit" the exhibit. Secondly, the materials
of the project, visit the reception area and are protected from the wear and tear that disread about its history and view a list of the play would usually cause them. Because they
staff. Although this example is beyond the are m
y available, the valuable originals
scope of most, it is a fascinating look into can remain in their controlled environments.
what can be done to make documents and Finally, the online exhibit allows users to visartifacts "live."
it, view, and absorb the information in a comThe myriad of documents and materials fortable environment, and they can visit
available at this site are designed to allow when they need the information. This is not

by Melissa Koenig. Koeng is visiaizg asskxant rgerence librunan at the Universityofllinois at Chicago. She can be reached via e-mail at mkoenig@uic.edu.For more information
on "On the -We6 " or to contribute to the column, please contact Sharyn Ladner at: 1-850531-0429; e-mil: sladner@miami.edu. %is column can be accessed at: www.sla.org/
pubs/se~index..hrm1.All Web addresses are hot linked.

an argument for eliminating physical museums and other collections that exhibit materials, but for augmenting such exhibits with
virtual tours as well.
The Great Chicago Fire and The Web of
re/)
Memory (http://www.chicagohs.or9/f1are
examples of online exhibits. Like a museum
exhibit, essays are paired with images that
tell a story. Additional images are found in
the gallery, and the virtuaI online library provides the user with additional narrative information. Like the virtual collection, the online
exhibit may serve as the user's only information source.
What is unique about this example is
that is a collaboration between a museum
(The Chicago Historical Society) and a university (Northwestern University). These
types of collaborative efforts can be very rewarding for all parties involved and may
make the creation of an elaborate site more
feasible for a smaller organization.
Another interesting example of an online exhibit can be found in the exhibit hall
at the Wational Archives and Records Administration (http://www.nara.gov/). Like
The Great Chicago Fire and the Web of
Memory site, the Archives' exhibit halI tells
a story or stories about an event in history.
A nice feature of the archives' site is the
addition of the record group numbers and
locations. Provision of this information
gives the individual the ability to get more
information or visit a record center to see
the material in person.

Electronic Finding Aids
Because image collections lend themselves well to digitization and are heavily
used, they are often the first to be put into
the virtual environment. Instead of creating
elaborate virtual resources or online exhibits, many organizations choose to provide
electronic copies of their finding aids or resource guides. Linking digitized images to
the finding aid entries results in a tool similar to a full-text index.
Information Outlooh December 1997 15

Northwestern University Library Special keywords as well as by subject.
concentrated. This car be especidy helpful to
Collections' Siege and Commune of Paris
The University of Georgia Hargrett Li- researclners who are travelirg.
1870 - 1871 (http://www.library.nw~,edui
brary has digitized its Rare Map Collection
The Immigratior; History Research Censpec/siege/) is an example of this type of full- (http:l/www.libs.uga.edu/darchive/hargrett/ ter (http:l/m.um.edu/i'nrci) a: the Unitext index. Technically not an exhibit because maps/maps.html). Instead of photographs, versity of Minnesota is an example of this
a story is not being told, it resembles, in some this is an image collection of maps held by type of W W J resource, Although images
ways, the virtual resource. This site provides the University of Georgia Libraries. In con- a d documents are not available online,
a searchable index of the materials available trast to the elaborate search mechanism useM information zbout the types of mateat Northwestern University's Special CoUec- found in the Eastman's Originals Collectioc, rials heid by this unique repositoly of imtions Department. Keyword or subject search- this site provides access to the images via a migration history is provided. Xlis level of
es in this type of fun-text finding aid uiilt re- narrative description. Hypertext links from access not only aids researcilers, but publitrieve images of the items; the originals are this narrative Iead the user to a list of avail- cizes a collection that might othennrise not
held in the library. Materials that can be ac- able images in each category. Because of be known. Publicity can, however, be a
cessed from this site include photographs, the size of the images, only a portion of the double-edged sword, increasing use whik
straining l , ~ o ~ r ~ e s .
total collection is digitized
caricatures, and other documents.
These are just s m e of the many tiiouAlthough full-text indexes provide the
Another example of a full-text image archive is the Eastman's Originals Collection user with images of materials, one does zot sands of examples of how special collec(http://~~~~.!ib.ucdavis.eduispeccoll/h~ml/
need to do so to give the patron access. A tions and archival materials are utilized on
newstuff.html) at the University of Califor- simple listing of the library's collection is also 5'1e Information Superhighway. Before maknia at Davis Special Collections Department. useful. These lists are beneficial in that they ing the ieap into cyberspace, take a dose
This site represents a large collection, allow the user to browse the list and deter- look at how this move wiE impact your or12,500 images, of photographic material. mine if an onsite visit is necessary. Making ganization and collection. Making 2 collecLike the Valley of the Shadow Project, this collections available in this manner is 'Eke tion zvailable requires careful planning and
is a vast undertaking. A draft of the project makiig the traditional card catalog available thought. Use your colleagues who have alproposal is available from this site and can electronically. Patrons are able to perfom ready made the move as resources and
be used a guideline for similar projects. Im- some of their searches remotely, allowing the learn from their experiences and when you
ages in this collection can be searched by time spent visiting the collection to be more are ready to ieap, have fun!
%
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Enhancing Competitiveness in the Information Age
Strategies and Tactics for Special Librarians and Information
Professionals
A must read for any special librarian! Based on a survey of selected SLA
members, this report presents strategies and tactics for taking charge of
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the perceptions of senior organization executives, and
offers ideas for ensuring that you keep pace.
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by Suzanne S. Bell

It's hard to be an efficient Internet
searcherthere is so much of it, so many
different tools from which to choose, and so
many varying features associated with each
tool. Over more than a year of teaching
classes on kternet Searching, we have
found the best thing we can do for aspiring
searchers is to provide them with strategies

rather than detailed, recipe-like instructions for every tool. This strategic approach seeks to help the users analyze
their queries; help the users grasp the basic types and principles of Internet search
tools; and determine which type of tool
might provide the most likely starting
point for their type of question.
The premise behind this approach is that
if we can help users master various Web

Suzanne S. Beg is an Internet education specialist at the Edward G. Miner libraw at the
VniversiQ if Rochester Medical Center. She also acts as Webmasterfor the Medical Center. She wus Jrst exposed to the Internet when working as a secretau for the
UniversiQ's Computer Science Department in the early f98O's, and has been active& involved ever since. She may be reached via e-mail at: suanne@mc.rocheste~eduor
Webmaster@mine~
rochestex edu.

conventions, and differentiate amongst the
various types of took-subject lists, wordsearchable indexes, searchable newsgroup
archives-they will be able to adapt as new
tools appear and current tools change. If
they can analyze their question in order to
make an informed choice about which tool
to start with, their searching will be more
efficient and, hopefully, successful.

Analyzing the Query
To help users analyze their questions,
we categorize questions into four types:
2% Fri;,?d Quesrzbn. "What's out there
on...?" The user is looking for an overview,
simply wishing to get a sense of the variety
and type of information available, and is
just becoming familiar with a subject. "Can
Information Outlook December 1997
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I fmd grants and funding information on
the Web?" "What engineering journals are
available on the 'Net?" We can categorize
these as "broad" questions.
f i e C u ~ m nHunt. This is the name
we've given to those queries that are specific, but not unusual or unique. "Can I get the
flight schedules (specific information) for
USAirways (a well-known company) on the
'Net?" "Is the Federal Regrster (a specific
publication, but a very well-known one)
available online?"
19e Ummmo7: A%rzr. h'ow we are looking for information that is specific, unusual,
andlor unique, and that little may have
been written about. For example, "environmental or residential mutagens." We would
also classify as an "uncommon hunt" a
query that must be formulated in a particular way in order for the results to be meaningful, e.g, the search topic is composed of
common words ("management communications") that must be searched as a phrase
in order to produce useful results, or, as in
the previous example, we have a query that
would be best searched by setting up a
Boolean relationship.
f i e Bdiwp a&Qumm, This type of
query may be broad or quite specific; it is
characterized by being about very topical
subjects l i e , "There was an author on TV
last night talking about her new book on
XYZ-I can't remember her name..." or a
subject with "a following," such as vegetarianism; societal phenomena; personal experiences ("Do other parents have this much
trouble getting their kids to sleep through the
night?"), and others for which informal information is sufficient. If the topic is one that
other people might be talking about, and your
fist approach might be to just ask the person
in the next cubicle ("Is there a screen clipper
program for a PC?"), that question might well
be a "hallway talk" query.
There is one more question that is frequently asked: "Can I find someone's e-mail
address on the 'Net?" There are several facilities on the Web set up to answer only
this query, and we leave it, with its specialized tools, in a category all its own.
So...what kind of question is it?

Choosing a TOO[
SZ&~CFLS&.
If a query can be classified

as "broad," the chances are good that
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someone may have already done some (or
all) of the work for you, by putting together
a list of links on a topic. Reference librarians, subject experts, and aficionados have
been very busy since the advent of the
webb combing it for resources and assembling that information into organized subject lists, trying to impose order on the cha0s. There are several notable lists for medical topics, including MedWeb at Emory University, Medical Matrix, and the WWW Virtual Library: Biosciences: Medicine. Most
subject librarians will have identified or created such subject lists. A subject list is definitely the tool of choice for a "broad" question, especially if the user is new to the
Web, because the information has been filtered, analyzed, and organized by human
intervention. The user can see all the choices, providing a sense of the variety and
type of information avaiIable, but the choices are finite and structured. A subject list
on "dermatology" would provide a much
more usable body of information, usually,
than simply going to a tool such as Alta
Vista and throwing in the word, dermatology jlOOK hits, in no particular order). Picture the subject list as a long corridor of
doorways, each clearly marked,
Examples:
What's out on the Internet about Diabetes; AIDS; Cancer; Mental health; etc.?
Are there any biology journals on the
'Net in full text? Specifically, is the British
Me&cul/oumalavailable on the 'Net?
* What hospitals have Web pages?
* Can I find information about grants and
funding on the 'Net?
dildi;e~/Di<?&8?,%5 The Web indexes
offer collections of links to Web pages that
are rigorously organized into hierarchical
subject trees, covering a gamut of subject
areas. (One might think of them as collections of subject lists.) Thus, they are appropriate tools for broad questions when the
user is unfamiliar with any specific subject
lists on the topic. Web indexes are also the
tool we recommend for the "common hunt"
question-information that is specific, but
not unusual. Because an index is highly organized, it is usually much faster to "drill
down'' through its h~erarchy(being able to
see clearly where you're going the whole

way), or to use the "search across all index
contents" feature that many indexes have,
viewing the results organized by category.
Because human intervention is required to
build hierarchid indexes, their database of
information can't grow as quickly as that of
the keyword search tools. %is relatively
smaller size helps make the "common
hunt" more efficient, as the item desired
(e.g., the homepage for USAirways) tends
to be more qu~cklyidentifiable; there aren't
so many Iinks to wade through, and their
relationship to one another is more obvious. The premier example of a Web index,
of course, is Yahoo. Other good indexes are
Galaxy and Magellan. The Web indexes are
now branching out to offer other features
besides their subject hierarchies; for example, the ability to search for e-mail addresses or to search Usenet postings (Yahoo).
Still, a visual model for an index-type tooi
might be a collection of stairways (each
tread clearly markedj and landings with
nultiple doors (also dearly marked), leading to more stairs, more landings, more
doors-somewhat like a Piranesi etching.
As mentioned above, mdexes are useful
for broad questions of the "what's out there
on?" variety when you are not aware of s
subject list for the area:
Can I find material on the 'Net about
Brazil for my daughter's homework
project?
e
What's out there on woodworking?
(Hint: a particular toolmaker's catalog
might be better searched with a keywo:d search engine).
8
Or, when you just want to browse
around.
6

Indexes are also recommended for
"common hunt" questions-information
that is specific but not unusual:
Can i find the Federal RegrLcter online?
I'd like to check the USAirways schedules for flights from here to Los ~ngeles.
* I need to find the American Medical Association home page.
Cur depar'ment wculd like to see the
Web pages for the same department at
other universities before we design our
Web pages.
9
0

P@-n/ud 5 ' e ~ 5E ~ ? w s . World Wide
Web keyword search tools, or search engines,
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are software applications that can perform
extremely rapid searches on huge databases
of words from Web documents. Part of the
search engine, known variously as a "robot," "spider," or "crawler," continuously
works at building the database, by "polling"
the documents at Web sites. It may be programmed to select words only from certain
parts of a Web document, such as the
<HEAD> section (including the title), major
headings on the page, and hypertext links,
or it may collect every word from every document. The information is then simply
dumped into the database; no post-processing or categorization takes place. Because
the database is built entirely by software
programs, without the delays inherent in decision-making and processing by humans, it
can grow much more rapidly. Keyword
search engines generally offer the largest databases of Web references; they will have
visited more pages, and indexed more terms
from each page, than the index tools. However, since there is no organization, you can
only try terms that occur to you, and see
what happens to come back from the database. To assist your searching against this
vast sea of words, the search engines all offer one or more of these helpful features:
the ability to phrase-search
the ability to create complex Boolean
searches (using AND, OR, NOT, NEAR,
nesting using parentheses)
the ability to truncate search terms
the ability to search for a word or phrase
in a particular part of a Web page, such
as the TITLE or IMG SRC field@), or to
search for sequences of characters in the
URL (Uniform Resource Locator, i.e. the
Web address) of a page. Similarly, the
ability to search for a particular type of
information (picture, sound) using popout menu choices.
Alta Vista, Lycos, HotBot, Open Text,
Webcrawler, Infoseek, and Excite are all
examples of keyword search engines. The
size and detail of the database, and the
special search functions just mentioned, all
make a keyword search engine the idea1
tool for the "uncommon hunt" question.
The searcher in this case is like a deep sea
fisherman, casting a hook baited with
words in to vast and hidden depths, retrieving whatever the ocean has to offer
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that appears to match the bait on the hook.
The trouble with a broad term or common
subject in this case is the problem of retrieving too much, and having it appear in
an order determined by the search tool's
rules and logic-which may not match
your intentions. For the uncommon hunt.
however, the elusive prey (may) come
right up and bite!
Examples:
I came across a really good site yesterday but forgot to bookmark it. All I remember is that ir. had "nova" in the address and it was about medical information for consumers.
My boss needs the address and phone
number of a person on the faculty at
the University of Sydney (Australia).
I need the instructions for authors for a
particular journal.
I'm interested in finding anything on
residential or environmental or industrial mutagens.
i have tickets to the next Steelers game
at Three Rivers Stadium in Pittsburgh.
Is there any way to see a seating chart
so I know where they are?
This Internet thing is so weird. I mew,
who pays for it? (Type "who pays for
the Internet?" into a search tool that
can search by phrase.)
<,3c,;rrc?t-Vet~sg~qx.
"Usenet" is a huge
collection of discussion groups in which
people from all over the world participate.
Each discussion <"newsgroup") is centered
around a particular topic, and just about
any subject you can think of has its own
group. People participate by "posting" messages to specific groups, and then anyone
who happens to read their message can respond, posting their message back to that
group. Thus whole detailed discussions car,
develop. And, often, people use the newsgroups to request answers to questions.
and as a result, they receive lots of input
from all over the world (of varying quality)
s o when you search Usenet postings. you
are simply searching what has been written
by anyone from grade-schoolers to respected research scientists. Keep that in mind.
To help you understand what you're seeing in your Usenet search results, a word
about newsgroup naming conventions.

Sewsgroups follow a hierarchical naming
convention. The fust part of the name indicates the general category of the group, e.g
sci for science, comp for computer, news for
news-related, soc for societal, rec for recreation, ali for alternative, misc for rniscellaneous. Each further element 3f the newsgroup name defines it further, so there might
be one called sci med.diabetes,research for
people who want to discuss the latest research in diabetes.
Here are some of the tools that offer access to searching a database of t'senet
postings:
Yaho+-click Lie "options" link next to
the search box, then clicii the Usenet
r a ~ i obutton.
* Alta Vista-there is a pop-oat menu
just above where you type in your
search terms. Click on it and change it
from "the Web" to "Usenet."
* HotBot- here is a pop-out menu next
to the "Search" button. Click on it and
change it from "the Web" to "Usenet
News."
Examples of questions for which it
might be useful to search Usenet:
1 downloaded this piece of software bat
when I tried to use it, I got a xiessage
that I needed "auto.libn. Hunh?!
Somebody told me they just heard
about a new heart medication on TV
last night. Can I find out more about it,
or what show that was?
I jllst found oat my child has a rare disease. i wish I could find out how other
parents are dealing with this.
* Is there anyway to get rid of crab
grass without chemicals that harm the
environment?
My Lnix system is doing something
funny and Clere's nothing in the manuals. I wonder if anyone else has had
this problem.

Special ~ % Q o sSearch
~
Twk
Finding E-mailAddresses
The best way to find out someone's email address is to simply ask them. However, for some reason this never seems to
be as attractive to people as the idea of befig able ti? find another person's address
without having to ask-perhaps in order to

based on what type of question it is. Based
on our success, we may try another tool of
the same type, or move on to a different type
of tool. If a common hunt question produces
search.yahoo,comlbin/searchloptions) little or nothing at an index tool, perhaps it
Lycos offers a "people finderv-street
isn't so common, and we need to move on to
addresses and e-mail both, US. only. the vast resources available at a keyword
(http:llww.lycos.coni/pplfndr.html)
search engine. If we've gone straight to the
Open Text offers an e-mail search. Click keyword search engine thinking the topic is
on "E-mail" ia the small print Search rare, but been sadly ovennrhelmed by the
choices. (hnp:llindex.opentext.net/mainl number of "hits," it might be best to step
555-1212.com (http://www.555-1212.
back to an index. If both indexes and keyemailsearch.html)
corn/)
If the person works for an academic in- word search tools have not produced results,
Finding People on the Internet contains
stitution, try tiie "Ultimate Phonebook" it may be time to try a search against Usenet
useful links and information from Nova
which is a list of links to online faculty/ postings, even if the subject isn't one we'd
Southeas~ern University
(http:ll
ordinarily classify as "hallway talk."
alabanza.com/kabacoff/Inter-Links1
staff directories.
(http://www.envmed.rochester.edu/
There is one more useful strategy for
phone.html).
Switchboard includes individuals and www/ph.html). If the school you are look- searchers and those who are coaching othbusinesses (http://www.switchboard. ing for isn't listed, or the Ultimate Phone- ers in searching, which is simply to be able
book is no longer available, find the home- to look at, interpret, and use what they are
corn/)
Worldpages includes individuals, busi- page for the school (Yahoo should help) seeing on their screens.
nesses, and government agencies and then visit it to see if they offer an onRaining the Eye
line facultyistaff directory.
(http:l/www.worldpages.com/)
Yahoo offers an e-mail address search.
We have now analyzed the question, and
The experienced Web browser user
At Yahoo, click the link called Options chosen an appropriate tool to start with tends to take such things for granted, but a
new user needs to be trained to really look
at a Web page, and decipher the options
available. In the case of a tool like Lycos,
the options may be dazzling! We constantly
ask people in our Internet Searching class
"what do you see? what can you do on this
page?" and try to alert them to:
text entry boxes for typing search
terms, commands
pop-out menus
radio buttons
image map buttons
links with names such as "options" or
"custom search"
: help buttons or links
links in very small print
We also try to emphasize that they need
: to continue to "really look" every time they
visit the tool, because the tools change and
evolve almost continually. This is important
for building flexibility and independence.
In summary, a searcher who can identify
: what kind of question they have, who
knows the tools that are available and can
identify which type might be the most appropriate to start with, and who is able to
adjust continually as those tools grow and
change-that is a searcher who will be
more efficient and effective in finding infor8
mation on the Internet.

surprise the addressee with their ingenuity?
In any event, the user who is hoping for
one, immense, magically produced "e-mail
white pages" wilI be disappointed. As with
everything on the Internet, there are many
ways to (perhaps) achieve the same end.
These come and go; none of the following
suggestions can be guaranteed to still be
there by the time this paper is published:

that appears next to their Search button. On the resulting page, click the radio button for E-mail beneath the
search text entry field. (http:1/
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by Andrew J. Berner

Everyone procrastinates. Indeed, it is the
very pervasiveness of the problem which
prevents us from taking it as seriously as it
merits. It is difficult to be overly concerned
with a vice (yes, a vice) which is so common that it has become the subject of humorous T-shirts, mugs, or other paraphernalia bearing such statements as, "I'mgoing to stop procrastinating... tomorrow!" or
"Never put off till tomorrow what you can
do the day after tomorrow." Despite the levity, it is important to recognize procrastination as the serious time-waster it is, affecting not only the amount of work we and

our staffs are able to accomplish, but the
quality of that work as well. In the information services field we are always looking for
ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our work in our never-ending
effort to demonstrate the vital importance of
what we do. Controlling procrastination is
certainly a major step in that direction.
While it is true that everyone procrastinates, it is not true that we all do it to the
same extent. An occasional postponement
of a task is not a major problem. There are
those, however, for whom procrastination
has become a way of life, and in these cases it is serious indeed. If you think that you
fall into the former category (the occasional

Andrew j. Bemer is libray director and mator of collections at The Universig Club, New
York. He wn'tes~epentlyon time rnanugmentfor The One-Person Library: A Newsletter for
Librarians & Management. i%e author g@SLASJrst sef-study program, %me Management
in the Small Library, Bemer teaches a prg@essionaldevelopment course on the sutjectJor SLA
and other orgdnizations.He can be reached by e-mail at 7542.2430@compwme.com.

procrastinator, that is) you should look
closely to be sure that this is truly the case.
The signs of procrastination are sometimes
more subtle than we mi'ght expect. Do you
find, for example, that you often begin correspondence with a phrase like, "I'm sorry
it's taken me so long to get back to you,"
or, "My apologies for the delay in responding"? This may be an indication that you're
in the habit of putting things off. Similarly,
a desk or files Ellled with projects which you
have yet to begin or which are partially
completed but inactive, is another sure sign
that there's a problem. If you are one of
those people who insists on cleaning up all
the little projects awaiting you, in order to
remove those "bothersome little things" before you begin a major project, you are actually engaging in procrastination by allowing yourself to fall victim to the "tyranny
of the trivial." Even interruptions-a problem which is endemic in the kind of work
we do-can actually be a sign of passive
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procrastination if they are used to provide
an excuse for postponing necessary projects.
In the final analysis, though, there is one
sign that demonstrates more than any
other that procrastination is a problem, and that is that you regularly
find yourself working under
pressure to complete a project
which you've known
about for some time.

Like many issues
involving time management, procrastination is a behavioral problem, and
like all such problems it can, with
sufficient motivation, be changed. In o
havioral pattern, however, it is necessary to
understand the reasons for that behavior.
You don't procrastinate because you're a bad
person, or because you're a bad librarian.
There are any number of reasons why perfectly good librarians and information services managers procrastinate, and examining those reasons, and determining which of
them apply to you (and which apply to staff
members for whom you may have managerial responsibility) is the first step in avoiding procrastination in the future.
Don9 knew where tc ssrari- If you
think about it, the tasks which you tend to
postpone will generally fail into two categories. The first of these is the fairly large cr
complex task. Such tasks are generally important in their outcome, which only adds
to the pressure to do a good job, and yet
their very complexity makes it difficult to
know just where or how to begin. The result is that the task is put off until it simply
has to be dealt with.
,%B ttsnpleasa~tmsk The second category of task commonly postponed is that
which is either unpleasant to do, or which
may have unpleasant consequences. This
may be some aspect of your work that you
simply don't enjoy (after all, we don't all
like everything we do), or it may be something like a negative job appraisal for an
employee, for which you know there will be
repercussions. Again, the task is put off
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information that wili be necessary to complete your work, you
may find fiat you must "temporarily" abazdon the project, and
you will then have difficulty getting it started again.
Xe@i.it: delegation. While
legitimate delegation can be a
powerful tool in gettixg things
done in a time@ manner, there
are those who seem tc have the
idea Clat if they put sometbg
off Iong enough it will either not
have to be done, or it will be doione
by someone else. Unfor&mateIy
this idormal! negative delegation
is often reinforced by co-workers
who sizply say, "Never r k d , "
when the requested woe< is not
until other pressures make it necessary for
completed, or worse yet, they do
it to be tackled.
the w o k themselves. Such "kindthe part of others only insures that
logical" note, there are those who put off . the problemwill continue.
tasks because they have a subconscious
<jcez-it-r,omxjtm~t~
We aU face times
fear that they will not be able to perform when we have simply committed to do more
them satisfactorily. Related to this are those than is humanly possible. If %is happens
who hold themselves to the standard of per- only occasionally it is not a serious probfection for aIl work they do. If they suspect Iem, and the memory of it will 5opefuUy
that their work will be less than perfect they prevent us from doing i;: agan in Cqe near
may be inclined to put it off.
kture. There are Cqose, however, who actuExmsing suI.t-stmdard pir-rfc~rmancs.. d y enjoy being o-ser-committed. These are
At the opposite end of the spectrum are the people who suffer from what might 5e
those who use procrastination (again, gener- sailed Cle "frazzled librarian syndrome,"
ally not on a conscious level) as a means of They never miss an opportunity ts let peoexcusing work which they know is of poor pie know how hard they're working, and
quality, ''I could have done better if I'd had . it's important to Clem that they appear to be
more time," is the general refrain of such harried. For such people procrastination is a
people, though on closer examination it may way of life because it allcws them to always
be found that they didn't have time because . look busy, though they are generally h s y
they chose to procrastinate. Keep in mind, of working on projects which should have
course, that there are some projects which long since been completed. In fact, they
do come up as emergencies and for which sometimes devote more time to maintaining
you really don't have sufficient time, so . an appearance of being busy than they do
don't assume that this refrain is always a to actually accomplishing things.
Lack of kms. There is a certain need for
sign of a procrastination problem.
SCarLkg sou sooli- As strange as it may instant gratification in us alI. Accordingly,
seem, procrastination sometimes results - Llere are times when we procrastinate simfrom starting a project too soon. If you be- ply because it is diificult for us to concengin work on a project before you have a trate on a project: the benefits of which win
good idea of what needs to be accomplished not be realized until some time in the future.
and how you are going to go about accomplishing it, the project may have to come to Q V B T ~ @ ~ ~ BPmrastEn2rgI~~
There are many more reasons why peoa halt, or more commonly it won't really get
under way to begin with. SimiIarly, if you pie procrastinate. It is not necessaxy to debegin before you have gathered an of the - scribe d l of them here, bzt ft is important
,
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that you take [he time ro recognize which
reasons apply most to you or to your staff
members. By doing so you will be able to
select from the solutions that follow, the
one or more that will best help you to overcome procrastination.
Use the !%YAP apaacb. There are
very few large tasks which must be tackled
as a single piece. If you analyze an overwhelming task that is currently facing you,
you will probably find that it can broken
down into a number of smaller, more manageable pieces. A logical order will emerge
for completing each pan, or you may have
to impose such an order on the component
parts. You can then SWAP-Start With A
Part. And if you've listed the various parts
in writing-whicit is recommended-you
can have the pleasure of crossing them off
step by step, and seeing a visual representation of the fact that as you complete each
step you bring yourself doser to the completion of the 07,~erallproject.
The importance af dea.dkes, We tend
to see deadlines as a cause of stress rather
than as a solution. This is because
they are often unrealistic, and they
are often imposed by others. Actually, when you face a project for which
no deadline has been established, you
should establish one. This helps you to
focus on a project, and it helps you plan
your time. Deadlines should not be set
only for the completion of the project, but
for the various steps along the way as well.
Be sure, however, that your deadlines are
realistic, or you will only increase the
sure which deadlines-strange as it
seem-have the power to reduce.
I h e power of priorities. When is procrastination not procrastination? When you
have postponed low priority tasks in order
to complete tasks of a higher priority. Not
everything we do has the same importance
and we must recognize this and use it in
setting priorities. We must also rem
that priorities must constantly be re-evaluated and reordered as circumstances
change. If you. find that the tasks you are
postponing are consistently of low importance, don't worry. Sometimes, though, you
may find that high priority items are the
very ones you seek to tivoid, while filling
your time with "comfo~tasks." If this is
this case you may choose to ...

:

.

Give yourself a reward. It may sound
trivial, but it works. This doesn't mean that
you should go out and buy yourself an expensive g f t every time you finish a major
project (though if you can afford it, why
not?). Your reward may be as simple as allowing yourself to work on a task that you
particularly enjoy, only after you've completed a project that you've been putting off.
TeU someone dse. If you have a big
project to work on, let someone else know
about it, and let them know what your
deadline is. It may be a co-worker, it may
be a family member, it may be a friend.
The fact is that while we often don't mind
disappointing ourselves, we are far less
likely to disappoint others. Thus, we have

I

at all possible, try to remove yourself from
the source of interruptions. If this isn't possible, at least differentiate between legitimate interruptions (like requests for your
services as an information provider) and
social interruptions. Avoid the latter altogether. It's alright to say to a friend that
you can't talk because you're working on
an important project. And as far as the interruptions you can't avoid, be sure that
you return to the project immediately after
you have dealt with them. And since most
important projects will be worked on at
more than one "sitting," be sure that you
stop at the right time when you end a
working session. That is, don't stop when
you're facing a difficulty, because you won't

the incentive to work on the

rassed to have to admit to a
family member or coworker, that we have failed.
Avoid rnomeatm busters. It
is imperative that you build-and
maintain-momentum in working
on a project. As Newton tells us, "A

: friend,
:
-

.

,

-

'

:
-

while a body in motion tends to remain in motion." Newton wasn't
talking about procrastination, but he
might have been. Surely the most important step in completing any project is
to start it, by whatever means necessary.
Once you've statted, &en you have to try
to avoid things that will bring you to a halt
again. The worst of these is interruptions. If
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be inclined to return to the project and face
that same difficulty the next time. Try to
stop at a positive point, and at a point
where there wiU be some logical starting
place when you return. In fact, if you can
leave yourself a note as to the direction
you're planning to take, that's always helpful in starting up again.
'fie gesc my&. When it comes to ending procrastination, perhaps the most important step to be taken is to recognize that
there is no truth to the belief that you--or
anyone else for that matter-work best under pressure. All procrastinators cite this as
part of their creed. They insist that the pressure of a looming deadline helps them to focus their attention, makes them more alert,
allows them to perforxx better, and gives
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better results in the
end. At its best this is
simply wishful thinking, and at its worst
it is the most pernicious form of rationalization, justrfylng
a negative practice by
claiming it to be a
positive one. No one
works best under
pressure. Those who
work toward an immediately looming
deadline must, of necessity, make use
only of the information that is readily
available to them,
even if it is not the
most recent or the
most accurate information that exists.
They leave no time
for fine tuning, for
reviewing, or for
analysis of the final
project. Worst of all,
perhaps, they leave
no time for a visit
from Mr. Murphy
and his law. Remember, anything that can
go wrong, will. And
as an additional corollary n7e can state
that it will go wrong
at the single most inopportune moment.
Computers can go down. Priiters can fail.
Papers can be misplaced. Ulnesses can occur
(some brought on by stress and pressure, no
doubt). Logic alone dictates that this cannot
be the best way to do things, and that those
who believe that they work best in these circumstances are involved in a game of self
delusion which only serves to perpetuate
this myth. The sooner we move beyond it,
the easier it will be to make procrastination a
thing of the past.
This may seem like an overwhelming iist
of possible solutions to the problem of procrastination. If you want to do something
about procrastination, however, the one thing
you can't do is to put it off. Keep in mind that
like any other overwhelming project, the

.
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project of overcoming procrastination should
be broken dorm into manageable pieces in
order to enable you to SWAP, As stated ear&
er, behavioral change is necessary in order to
break the habit of procrastination. Breaking
habits requires the creation of other, better
habits in their piace, and this is never an
overnight process. Nor should it 5e an overwhelming one.
The surest route to failure is to look at
this list of solutions and attempt to put
them all into effect at once. Select a single
solution wh~chseems to have the greatest
impact on your specific pattern of procrastination behavior, and begin to put that into
effect immediately. Recognize that it will
take some time before these new behaviors
become ingrained in your regular work process. Once they have, however, you can add
additionai solutions and change additional
behaviors, always being careful to avoid the
temptation to become obsessed with the
subject. There are, and Mere always will be,
things that you should postpone until later,
and you must differentiate these from cases
of true procrastination.
Of course, any solution that you choose
to pursue requires that you recognize that
what you are dealing with is a serious
problem and one that merits a solution.
Procrastination isn't harmless, and it isn't
something that affects ody you. Bue, you
are the person working under pressureunnecessary pressure generally-but others
are affected as well. Co-workers have to
take up the slack while you work to complete a praject on an "emergency" basis.
Clients and users of the library may suffer
by your inability to provide a high level of
service. And most of all, your parent organization may suffer by getting results from
you which are simply not as good as they
would be if you had given yourself sufficient time. In addition, we xust face the
fact that procrastination is self-perpetuating. It forces you to postpone still other
tasks in order to enable you to complete
one that you've already postponed. It prevents you from working toward viable
goals for yourself and your information
unit, because it condems you to always
"putting out fires," and it c o n d e a ~ you
s to
giving up the concrete accomplishments of
today in favor of the nebulous promises of
%
a vague tomorrow.

by Guy St. Ciair

One-person librarians (variously identified as "solo librarians," "solos," "one-man
bands," and '.single-staff practitioners") are
unquestionably the information providers of
the future, and the reason is not hard to understand. As more and more organizations
downsize, rightsize, and otherwise seek to
control operations costs, more and more
managers are determining that what they
need for information delivery is one well-educated, well-organized, and enthusiastic employee who delxghts in the challenges of providing information services in a focused environment. More than anything else, these

managers want an information manager
who understands what the organization's
information needs are, who rekites to identified information customers within the organization, and who has no aversion to the accountability and responsibility that are required for the successful operation of an information delivery function. One-person librarians are the ideal practitioners for this
work, and they wiU be increasingly acknowledged as such, as information management
moves into the twenty-frrst century.
Certainly one-person librarianship-as a
distinct discipline within information services-is not advocated for those organizations in which the quantity of information

Gy St. Clair is the president gfInfoiManqe/SMR International, a New York-based management comuItlng publishing and trainingJinn. A past president Q~SLA,
SL Clair is the

author ofseveral books on information management, includinp Power and Influence: Enhancing Information Services Within the Organization,published by Bowker-Saur: He may
be reached n a e-mail at: smrintl@mindspnngScom,or through the Web site at:
www.mindspring.com/-smrintPsmr.
htrnl.

to be managed and delivered exceeds the
abilities of a solo practitioner. That is a given, and no one (not even the most hardhearted organizational manager) is going to
attempt to force a one-person librarian to
practice in an environment which calls for a
larger information staff. Nevertheless, as
information audits, business process reengineering. and other management methodologies are utilized for determining the
exact and appropriate amounts (and levels)
of information required for the organization, the desired level of information services is often found to be that which can be
managed and provided by one person. For
that single-staff information professional to
succeed, he or she must recognize and be
able to use all the power and influence that
is available.
There are, it seems to me, three "layers" that make up the "body" of what I call
"The Power and Influence Pyramid" [see
illustration] and all three are essential
components in the successful fulfillment of
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the one-person librarian's work, that is, the
successful achievement of the mission that
has been established for the one-person library or other single-staff information delivery operation for which he or she has
management responsibility,

When we speak about these subjects, a
natural sort of reticence seems to ser in, especially with those of us who have been educated as librarians and who came into the
information services profession to be of service to others. For some reason, there seems
to be a conflict between the noble aspiration
of servicing one's customers and the less-exalted search for power and influence.
That notion, fellow practitioners. must
be laid to rest immediately. There is nc conflict between excellence of service to one's
identified information customers and the
pursuit of power simply because, without
power, one is permanently relegated to a
subservient position and denied the opportunities for providing proactive, state-ofthe-art information delivery. Therefore, in
order to achieve one's (and one's organization's) goals, it is necessary to be in a position of power, to have at least some power.
in order to influence the decisions that are
made about the work that one does as a
solo librarian.
In one-person librarianship, the question most often relates to budgetary matters. To be fair, though, other difficult sihiations seem to relate specifically to one-person librarianship as well: the ignorance of
one's manager about the value of participation in professional activities and the need
for leave time to permit such participation,
or the requirement for "private" time so
that the one-person librarian can engage in
activities that can only be done without intemptions (planning tasks, for exampie, or
certain difficult and time-consuming search
projects). In most cases, though, the oneperson librarian's lack of power and influence is most apparent during the budget
process. The worst case scenario is that of
the single-staff practitioner who does not
have a budget, who has been figurativeiy
patted on the head and told, "Don't worry
about such serious things as a budget. You
just tell us what you need and we'll decide
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whether you can have it or not." That situa.tion betrays a job position that can only be
characterized as the opposite of powerful or
influential; that Iibrarian is powerless and
the management of the library is going to
show it.
On the other hand, the solo librarian who
is part of the organization or department's
management team, who is recognized as a
professional employee and identified as a
critical team player in the successful
achievement of the organizational or departmental mission, has obviously atrained a
certain level of power and influence, and,
here again, the quality of services delivered
tihrough his or her information operation is
going to reflect that power and influence.
Why? Because that one-person librarian
has learned to ask a basic question with respect to the work that we librarians and information specialists must do: If we are responsibie for the information services and
products we deliver, shouldn't we have the
resources to provide those services and
products? The concept was summed up admirably a few years ago when the then-SLA
President Muriel 3. Regan commented that
if we're going to be part of the organizational strategy for success (which any oneperson librarian is, of course, going to
strive to be), one must seek to become empowered; empowerment, Regan wrote, is
"understanding our potential to be more inBuential in this informatioc-driven society."
If we take that concept and translate it
.'down" to the role of the one-person library
in his or her organizadon, empowerment
simply means that we become more influential in our information-driven organization. It is a goal that one-person librarians
simply must achieve, if they are going to be
swcessful in their work.

But the reasons for doing so are not
necessarily altruistic. Quite frankly, if the library or other information services unit is
offering those highest levels of service, the
recognition that is provided throngh the information customers' satisfaction becomes
the first step in :he acquisition of power.
Think aboat ~ tHow
: often IS an organization going to shut down an information unit
when every one of the unit's customers is
not only satisfied with Lie level of service
that he or she receives, but is also r d i n g to
say so publiciy (or-more importantly-say
it to the decision- makers in the organization)? It is this k i d of power, what Xancy
Prothro Yorton once called "knowledge power" and which she defined as the "prodxt of
the person's unique expertise." that makes
the pursuit of power and influence sach a
natural role for the one-person librarian. If
you're good at what you do, and you're reco p i e d for beL~ggood zt what you do, you
are abie to get the resources to continue tc
do it well. If you're not a good hformation
manager, and if no one knows (or, worse
yet, cares) about the work you do, you'll
continue to muddle Song wifnout success
and evenhially find yourself and your onePerson library do'vvnsized into mt:?:igrress.
It's zot a hard choice, it seems to me, and
naking the ri@t choice automatidy puts
the solo librarian on tine path to achieving
power and influence.

WS~

What might be called the "politics?' layer of The Power and Influence Pyramid actually consists of three ideas. They're not
mutually exclusive and, in fact, when they
are thought abo'x, coordinated, and re&ized, the me-person librarian finds h~mself
S ~ P Vfa~ CCI ~M S ~ O ~ C F ~
or herself LC2 remafitably ppcverfd and dnThe very foundation of successfui one- fluential position.
The fist conceg has tc do with political
person library management is built on excellence of service. and there can be no com- awareness. Many of us quite nahtrally rebd
promising and no rationalizing that pernits at the idea. "Why do i need politics?" we
anything less tnan the highest standards of ask. "Don't & the bad things :hat happen in
service when the singie-staff information our society come From the political process?"
Not necessarily, arid if we're honest
practitioner accepts an information request.
with
ourselves, one of the things we learn
All the other "!ayersV of The Power and Infiuence Pyramid are meaningless if the one- early on in life (leaving aside, for the moperson librarian doesn't aspire to the highest ment, our professional life) is that there
are people in society who do h w e power
standards of semce.

and influence, and if we want to get things
accomplished. we must learn who those
people are, observe how they operate, and
insinuate ourselves into their operational
sphere so we can benefit from their power
and their influence.
The same is true in the workplace, and if
we're a little uncomfortable with the notion
that one must Se political in the librawinformation services envkonment, we must
also admit that ifs the political information
managers who succeed, whose services are
supported and enthusiasfically talked about
in the organization, and whose clientele are
able to come to them with the confidence
that they will be provided with exactly the
information products, services, or consultations they require.
If "playing politics" can make that happen, one-person librarians, must, by all
means, "play politics." And it is an accepted
phenomenon, this reliance on politics in the
workplace. In fact, the late Catherine A.
Jones, an SLA member, in the foreword to a
book I wrote on this subject, went so far as
to write that politics is "the driving force in
every organizational setting, whether it be
that of the natron's highest legislative body
or that of the information services provider."
If that is so (and I believe it is), the one-person librarian who wants to be successful
must, of necessity, achieve political awareness and use politics, whenever he or she
can, to advance the mission of the library or
other information services unit for which he
or she has managerial responsibility.
I like to go a little further with this concept, for to me the political arena is softened somewhat when I put it in terms of
advocacy. For any information services operation (but especially for a one-person library), advocacy is that almost nebulous
attribute of our work that quietly provides
the library manager with the support that
he or she requires but which he or she
might not be able to achieve single-handedly. I define advocacy this way, as practiced
in information services: It is a process in
which those wf~oare in a position to affect
the delivery of information within an organization are targeted as supporters for the libraryhformation senices operation that
provides for that information delivery. It's an
technique (partly professional/partly personal) that I, as the one-person librarian, will

use to ensure that 1,he people who l i e what
I'm doing are positioned so they can say so.
Some might contend that they don't
need advocates, that they are so good at
what they do, and so well-recognized for
the quality of their work, that no one else is
really necessary f a achieving the support
they need. I beg to disagree, if for no other

reason than that the one-person librarian,
by definition, has a specific agenda that
may or may not mesh with the agenda of
the decision-makers in the organization,
and in putting fonvard his or her case, the
one-person librarian is necessarily going to
be perceived as having that agenda. Using
someone else to do this for us (or with us,
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depending on one's position and status in
the organization) removes the "librarian's agenda" onus and opens the situation to a
useful (and probably not even articulated)
sense of "fair play." Advocacy, in the politi- cal process in the workplace, is good. And
it's effective.
The second "plank" of the political layer .
of The Power and Influence Pyramid is the
shared vision with all information stakeholders. While the one-person librarian may
be (and may even be recognized as) the information point person in the organization, .
there are many, many people who have an :
interest in how information is managed and
delivered, and these people must be called .
in. Their advice-whether formal or informal-is critical to the successful realization .
of the libray's mission, and the savvy solo j
librarian wiU make every attempt to find out
what these stakeholders want, in terms of
information services. They are identified by
their contact with the librarian, and the list
includes, of course, the information customers, but it also includes senior and middle
management, end-users, vendors and suppliers, and even non-users (who value the
fact that the organization has a l i b r q or
other information services operation). All of
these people have ideas about how informa- :
tion should be delivered, and although the
one-person librarian is, indeed, the information expert, he or she still has a responsibility to seek these people out
and find out from them what their
ideas about information are.
The third and final plank of
the political layer is the librarian's partnership with
management. Do not deceive yourself-you
have a relationship
with management,
and whether that
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relationship is a subservient one, a partnership, or something that falls somewhere between these two poles, the relationship exists. The smart one-person librarian recognizes this and does what he
or she can to enhance that relationship
(things like identifying specific but unstated information needs of management, and
then filling them, come to mind, and
there's a whole list of techniques that one
can employ to strengthen one's relationship with management-a subject, perhaps, for a different article).
The desired relationship is a partnership, a situation in which management recognizes the value of the one-person library
to the organization and, as a consequence,
supports the work that the library does,
There are two reasons why such a partner-

: ship is valuable, and they can be
'

:

stated
quickly: In the first place, when the solo librarian and management have a partnership and it is recognized as such, the Iibray is then positioned as strategic to the
organization (and, by implication, to organizational success). And just as important,
a partnership between management and the
one-person librarian brings management
into ownership with respect to the library
and its services, and with management as a
"part-owner," as it were, the potential for
success in the operation of the library or
other information services unit is considerably advanced.

: The
-

Fo
fhese ideas all come together in a document
published early in 1997. "The OPL Manifesto" [see sidebar] is now accepted as a valuable management tool for one-person librarims, simply because it brings together, in
one document, the fundamental concepts
that lead to success in the management of a
one-person library. It is used as the basis for
discussion among practitioners, and what is
even more interesting, it is used as a background document for one-person librarians

ered to the identified information
customers is as good as it can be.
Certainly every one-person
librarian and his or her manager is not going to agree
on alI the concepts put
forward in "The OPL
Manifesto," and, yes,
some statements
and ideas must

be reworked for the particular organization in question. But what
is happening with 'The OPL Manifesto" {and it is surprising how
much attention is being given to this activity in some organizations) is that it is being used to serve as an outiine for framing discussion about how good information delivery can be and then,
within the parameters in which fne organization in question and iis
library must operate, the ideas put forth in the manifesto are rephrased, customized, and adapted to fit the specific circumstance.
Using "The OPL Manifesto" provides the one-person librarian
and his or her management and the various information stakeholders with a defined level of information delivery at which to begin
negotiations. If some trimming is required, if tne cimmstances of a
particular organization or a particular time frame are not typical (a
financially "tight" year, for example), the framework for information delivery is nevertheless in place and the manifesto can be referred to--and re-worked yet again, if necessary-as circnmstances
change. When that happens, '.The OPL Manifes~o"becomes perhaps the best mechanism yet developed for maximizing the power
and influence of the one-person librarian, fox in using the document (even if for nothing more than discussion) a strong, clear
message is being sent, one that states that the one-person iibrary is
critical to the organization, and that its manager-Lqe one-person
librarian-is an empioyee of some power and some influence in tne
organization.

Csnelusiof~
For one-persor, librarians, we're actually dealing with something beyond power and influence when we think about fhese
subjects. What we're doing, it seems to me, is addressing one of
the basic workplace issues, one fiat is of urgent concern to people
who work alone, or who are the single practitioner of their practice or profession within a larger environment. When people have
no one else with whom to share their professional concerns, they
quickly find themselves wondering if the3 are as good as they
should be, if the products of their labors are of a standard that
matches the demands of their customers. What tihey are looking
for is a little control, some influence in the operations of which
they are a part, and achieving power and influence provides tkiem
with control.
And control is something that is recognized as a unhersal goal:
"If you become respected and successfui within the organization,''
Colin Offor in the U.K. has written, "you begin to be ifivolved in the
control of it. You have what some people call power. Your life is still
partly regulated by the actions and Oecisions of others, b.~tnov.7 a
pan of it is regulated according to your own choice and by your
own decisions. What you really have is freedom."
It's that freedom that The Power and Influence Pyramid provides. For one-person librarians, that freedom is essemial for the
successful management of the one-person library. It is througn the
provision of excellence in information delivery, an understanding of
the role of politics in organizational s-xcess, deference to a shared
vision of all information stakeholders, a partfizrship with management, and an absolute and unwavering adherence to the principles
of "The OPL Manifesto" &at bring power and influence-an6 hence
freedom-to one-per so^ librarians.
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Whst0?san I n f o r m s t i o n
Do?
by Mary Ellen Bates

"But our core business competency is in
designing widgets, not running a library!"
Right. As business leaders jump on the latest management bandwagon and foms on
their company's "core competency," more
and more libraries and information centers
are faced with the challenge of justfymg
their existence. Temporary service agencies
and office rental companies are even starting to refer to a client's employees as "core

:
-

.

I
.

-

staff,'' suggesting that the only employees
should be those that are core to a company's business. (Wonder where that leaves
the human resources, marketing, legal, and
MIS departments?)
A library manager's best response may
be to adopt the language of the day and focus on what the library's core competencies
are and what staff positions are core to the
operation of the library. Sometimes it's not
pretty, especially when you're dealing with
a library staff that has grown over time and

Mary Ellen Bates b a consultant and the pnhapal @Bares Information Services, an information brokerage based in Washington, DC She worked in special librariesfor over 10
years and has owned her own businessfarJveyears. She speaks and wn2esfrequently on
the inJonnatio,o indusny, and can be reached at mbates@BatesZnfo.com or
www.BatesZnJo. com

to whom you feel loyal. On the other hand,
is it better to try to hang on to the status
quo with a death grip and be faced with a
bean-counter deciding which positions to
cut? I didn't think so.

There are some libraries that have been
completely outsourced, either by contracting
with an organization to staff and administer the library for a set fee, or by staffing
the library with "consulrants" rather than
employees.
To my mind, neither of these are good
solutions, either for the parent organization or the library. The organization loses
the institutional memory of employees who
truly understand the products, services,
and corporate culture of the organization.
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Turnover of staff is almost inevitably higher
than in non-outsourced libraries, as there
simply isn't the incentive for qualified employees to stay when they don't have an investment in their career with that organization. And, of course, the library loses by not
having long-term staff who understand the
organization's information needs, can ZIIticipate the information trends for the next
few years, and really want to promote and
grow the library. Yes, there are always exceptions, but !believe that a survey of organizations who have outsourced their Iibraries would show that customized service
and client satisfaction have decreased as a
result of outsourcing.

EectrenZe fnfa~ma%Ben
to the Desktop
Some organizations are limiting their
outsourcing efforts to providing access to
online information to all, or s substantial
subset of, the organization's staff. We are
seeing this particularly with respect to the
Internet-there is an assumption that most
people can find all the information they

need on the 'Ket and need not rely on iibrary resources. In addition, some organizations are providing desktop access to professional online services such as DIALOG
Select or Dow Vision. While there are some
instances when this makes sense-when a
library client wants to browse through a
large number of article titles or simply
wants to retrieve a specific article-most
end-users are not able to use professiond
online services cost-effectively, particularly
considering the high cost of site licenses.
The money saved by diminating or drastically cutting professiond library staff is
more than made up by the additional cost
c i access to informatioc by a iarge number
of (former) Iibrary cIients.

Linda Cooper, director of information professionds market development at Teltech
Kesource Ketwork. introduced me to the
terms "co-sourcing" and "out-~skiig"-two
alternatives to conplete library outsourcing
I like the terms and I like the concept: there
are very few libraries that haven't at one

time or another xsed o~tsideassistance to
get something done. It FI@~ be briir,g in
temps to help with recataloging; ushg library school interns to assist with an automation project; or callkg an hformation
broker to handle overgow research work,
&d, of course, many Libraries already
out-task some functions. Cataloging is one
of the most obvious jobs to outsource, particuiariy for smaller libraries that don't 'nave
a collection large enough to justify a fulltime cataloger. Subscription sanagement
and book ordering are Wo other responsibilities that o%en get shifted to an outside
vendor. In fact, some librsries have reduced
or eliminated intedibrary loan staff, relying
instead on document delivery companies.
When out-tasking is done, it's important for
the library mznager to let upper management know-in the library's annu2 report,
budget request or siiiilar document. 'Yhe
Acme Widget Library has instituted an aggressive progran? to outsource those funco n s fnat are not part of its core competendes, retaining within tile corporation those
responsibilities fcr which our trained professionals are uniquely q~aaiified."No mention of terms like 'acquisition control.'
'book jobbers,' or 'serials management,'
you'll note, but it gets across the fact that
the library is looking as critically at its cperation as is the rest cf the organization.
This kind of co-sourcing (the library Goes
some of the work, a outside sewke provider supporn tile library -din supplemental
work) or out-tasking (G?e library farms out
specific tasks that do nct require the LIdepth familiarity of lozg-tern? exployees)
makes a lot of sense. The library retains its
role as information s i d e for the organizatioc, while letting others handle the tasks
that don't need the expertise of an in-house
iibrarian or information professiond.

eneflts ai:
$elec%LueOutx9am~ing
Clearly, the outsourcing of some functions can benefit the library and its parent
organization. Charging ba& for services,
for example, is simplified when fie library
can just pass along the invoice for the services provided by an information broker or
a book jobber. it's a discrete service, the library client knows what it's going to cosi,
and the library has freed up some personnei
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resources that can more effectively be used
elsewhere.
In fact, some outsourcing can actually
make money for the library. Say a library
manager decides to provide Internet training classes to the organization's employees.
Instead of having to pull a librarian off his
reference responsibilities to develop a training course and design handouts, she can
hire an experienced trainer, charge each attendee the market rate for a customized
Internet training class, and use the profit to
enhance reference services. As Sue Rugge,
one of the f ~ s information
t
brokers, tells
information entrepreneurs, "Do what you
do best, and hire the rest." The same advice
applies to special libraries.
- the following:
Disad'gantages of ~utso~f%r"lrag

There are probably several entire articles
that could be written about the impact of library outsourcing to an organization; for a
good examination of the topic, see Special
Libraries Association's recent report Expior-

ing Outsourcing: Case Studies @Corporate
Libraries by Frank Portugal (1997, 35 pgs).
Among the points raised by this report are

*

Fully outsourced libraries 0 t h have a
financial incentive to cut services and
provide less-than-exhaustive reference
services.
There is a need to develop methods to
measure the cost-effectiveness of library services and to quantify library
service quality.

.

Particularly in the context of outsourcing, it's critical for library managers to develop measures that examine factors other
than the bottom line of the library budget.
A library that provides minimal services at
a lower cost may actually cost the organization money in the form of lost business opportunities, strategic decisions being made
without critical information, and marketing
efforts being launched without an awareness of the environment.
Clearly, library managers need to understand aIi the aspects and possibilities
of outsourcing. Some partial outsourcing
may benefit the library, freeing up staff
from clerical duties or work that does not
require an in-depth understanding of the
parent organization. On the other hand,
outsourcing functions that require the expertise and experience of information professionals is short-sighted at best and can
be dangerous to an organization's bottom
line at worst. In order to address both the
opportunities and threats of outsourcing,
library managers must prepare now for
the possibility of being faced with out%
sourcing.
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The Continuing Education Unit (CEU) is
an internationally recognized standard of
continuing education and training for thousands of corporations, colleges and universities, hospitals and health service organizations, and associations, including SLA. As
defined by the International Association for
Continuing Education and Training (IACET; ,
the caretaker of the CEII', one CEU is "ten
contact hours of participation in an organized continuing education experience under
responsible sponsorship, capable direction,
and qualified instruction." Whiie most of
SLA's members are aware that we provide
CEUs for all of our continuing education offerings, you may not realize the rigorous
standards for which the CEU stands.
Since 1970, when the CEU was established, it has represented a mark of quality
assurance for learning activities. Organizations interested in providing a systematic process for program development and delivery
apply to be certified by IACET. The Special Libraries Association is an "Authorized CEU
Sponsor" which means that we are certified
to award CEUs, and in turn,agree to adapt
ten criteria established by IACET1. Cnderstanding these ten criteria will give you a better picture of what is involved in the planning
of SLA's professional development programs.
Each activity is planned in response to
educahonal needs which have been idenhJedfor a target audience, Needs represent a gap between an existing condition
and a desired condition. That gap may
represent a shortage of knowledge, skills,
or attitudes; deficiencies in performance;
or the status of a profession in terms of
where it is now and where it needs to go
(IACET, 1993). SLA utilizes a variety of
needs assessment tools including formai
surveys, focus groups, discussion with

key individuals in the profession, and the parLcipants. Evaluation forms enable us
to measure the quality and delivery of the
study of current literature.
Each activity has clear and concise learning experience, including content, inwntten statements of intended learning structor, learning environment, and the
outcomes. Learning outcomes are written program's usefulness. Based on your feedstatements of what the learner is expected back, we make the necessary adjustments
to accomplish as a result of the learning ac- in the programs.
fie sponsor has an identi@&e unrt;
tivity. They describe the knowledge, skills,
or attitudes you will be able to demonstrate goup, or individual with clearb deffned reas a result of participating in professional spomibiilirs fcr developing and adminadevelopment programs. SLA instructors tenng learning activities, f i e Professional
submit course proposals outlining their in- Development Department, in conjunction
tended learning objectives prior to program with the Professional Development Commitapproval and also either verbally state the tee, oversees SLA's mntinuing education
learning outcomes at the program or in- activities.
The sponsor has a re vie^ process in opclude them in course handouts.
Qualified instruchonal personnel are in- erahori that ensures the CEU cn'tena are
volved in planning and conducting each ac- met. The development of all SLA continwig
tivity. Instructors for the professional devel- education programs is based on the ten criopment program must not only have proven teria. In addition, the sponsorship of any
competence in the subject matter, but have activity by SLA units for which CEUs are
demonstrated an understanding and suffi- awarded through headquarters require that
the criteria be xet. This includes division
cient repertoire of instructional strategies.
Content and imtructional methods are CE courses at the annual conference.
fie sponsor maintains a complete
appropnatefor the intended learning outcomes of each achkiQ. Instructional meth- record of each individual3 parh'n'patin
ods should appeal to the various learning and can provide a copy ofthat record upon
styles of the audience. Learning should be requestfor a penod of at least seven (7)
an active process, and SLA's courses use a years. Certificates are awarded for all convariety of instructional methods including tinuing education activities. SLA mainrains
lecture, demonstration, discussion, group a permanent record of each individual's
CEUs through the transcript system.
work, and role playing.
The sponsor provides an appropnate
Participants must demonstrate their attainment of learning outcomes. Assessment learning environment and support services.
of the learners' performance and under- Learning is enhanced by a supportive envistanding of intended learning outcomes ronment. SLA provides learning facilities
should be demonstrated through questions/ that provide a positive atmosphere that enanswers, discussion, case studies, written hances rather than restricts learning. This
exercises, or other appropriate activities, ali includes learning materials, visuals, perof which are essential elements in the prc- sonal assistance, and staff support.
SLA strives to provide you with a wide
fessional development courses SLA offers.
Each learning acti'vip is evaluated by variety of high quality continuing education
activities that meet your needs.
%

For more infomation on "Profsional Development Outlook," or to contribute to the column, please contact Director; Professional Development Valerie Taylor at: 1-202-2344700, ext. 617;fay: 1-202-265-931 7; e-mail: valene@sla.org.
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Internation& Association for Continuing Education azd Paining. fie Continuiw Edzrcation Unit Criteria and Guidelines. Dubuque:
KendaU1Hur.t Publishig Company, 1993.

Many information professionals find that their work is made
much easier by government information. We use the data that is
contained in government reports, and statistics to help facilitate ocr
clients' needs. Most of us are vaguely aware that such information

information
elves l o ensure

is not governed by the standard copyright laws that protect other
works. Therefore, we feel free to disseminate the information in
various ways. Some of us make multiple copies of free government
handouts, while others help their clients incorporate the information into vaiue-added reports that will be sold to consumers. As
such, under the Copyright Act of 1976, we are not breaking any
copyright restrictions as long as the government information is federal United States government information.
Note that I stated, federal United States government information. The Copyright Act of 1976 does not waive copyright protection
for local and state government information. For the most part, most
states treat their work product as public domain but some states,
such as California, have attempted to enforce copyright upon some
of their state produced information. So, a word to the wise would
be to check local and state regulations before attempting to incorporate such information into public domain usage.
Foreign government copyright is a much more complex matter.
In the United Kingdom and many current as well as former Cammonwealth countries, there is a concept known as Crown & Parliamentary copyright. Crown & Parliamentary copyright reserves the
right to copyright works that are produced by an officer or servant
of the Crown or Parliament in the course of his or her duties (see

Geller-International Copyright Law And Practke-1996 United
Kingdom Section 2[e]).
Such copyright violations have been prosecuted in recent years.
According to a Nav York limes article from February 3, 1993, the
Queen of England sued a British newspaper for copyright infringement for printing her annual Christmas message before she had
given it. Evidently, the newspaper was given the printed message
several days in advance and had decided to "leak" the message early. The lawsuit was dismissed when the newspaper agreed to donate 200,000 pounds to a charity and to print a front-page apology.
Elsewhere across Europe, many countries have laws similar to
the United States, in that governmental works are denied copyright
protection, e.g. Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy (see Nimmer on Copyn;ght-Vol. 4 Foreign & International Copyright Section
17.06[B]).
Some of these laws may change as EU (European Union) directives begin to harmonize various copyright provisions.
So, as responsible information professionals, we have a duty to
our clients and to ourselves to ensure due diligence when incorporating governmental information into our reports and analysis.
.
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Wkh Majors Electronic Data Interchange Communications System keeping your
library current is right at your lingertips. MEDICS provides a variety of file transfer
iunctions between Majors and your computer. Functicns that let you create and
download information like order acknowledgments, new titles, price changes, database extracts, out-of-print titles, new editions pending, approval ?Ian selections and
invoicing data. Accessible immediate!^ and at no cost through our 50C number.
( G - e a t P o c p l e ) AKD !Best Tecl-ro?og") AU:

s1n:e ,909

by Scott Hatmaker. Hatmaker is assistant libranan a t Vinsot! &
EIkihs. For more infamzanbn on “Copyright Come or to contribute
to the column, please contact Lawrence Guthrie at: 1-202-6626158;fa:2-202- 778-8658; e-mail: Iguthnne@cov.com.
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( L z r g e * Inventory)

Science, Business, and Technology Division
HOUSTOS
713 662-3984

803 458-9077
713 662-9627

"

FAX

IXTERKET

haustongmajois.com

WORLDWIDE WEB ADDRESS

http:ilwwwmajors.com
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The library strategic plan is written and
in the file; the mission statement is on the
wall, and the vision statement is a living
document. However, for some reason the library staff is doing everything they can to
ignore what has been put into place. Your
customers seem to come and go as though
nothing has changed, and your manage-

add !heir ide

-

consult the people affected until it becomes
a completed document. The author may
have a very clear idea of how they want
their library to run, and who they want
their library to serve, but sometimes they
keep those thoughts to themselves and are
very surprised when they are hit with a
negative reaction to their ideas. You may

ur ~trsromersopaarlar
nt in posiive iuaqs.

ment still seems to focus on the wrong
things at the wrong time. What is wrong
with this picture? The writing has been
completed but no one seems to notice or
care. How could such an outcome have
been prevented? Why does this sometimes
seem to happen with strategic planning
once the documents are put into action? Is
there a way for your strategic plan to escape a similar fate, and rather be a plan
which seems to jump from the printed page
and bring to all concerned an active growing librarp I believe the secret lies in open
communication, not only with your staff,
but also with your customer base and your
management. You may be the administrator, but anyone who is impacted by the
words in your plan should also be a part of
the process which puts them on the page.
For the remainder of this column, I want to
share a few ideas which can help your strategic plan become a strategic success.
Many times problems result when one
person authors a strategic outlook that will
affect many, and the one person does not

have a clear vision of what you want your
library to be, That is great, however, ycu
simply must be able to share your vision, or
such vision will become an epitaph rather
than a tribute. It is very important you coonect your staff, customers. and management to where you want your library to go.
Without their help and their input, the document you write may not have enough
depth to survive the rough times of Iittle
budgets or management changes. While in
some instances it cannot be helped for the
written plans and statements of a library to
come from one person, it is always a good
idea to plan the writing before one writes
the plan. By this I mean even though you
may be the sole author, do not be the sole
reader. It is always the right course of action to have any strategic plan to be agreed
upon by the people responsible for carrying
out the strategy. It is also equally good to
have the buy-in from the people for whom
the strategy is written.
Any words which will have impact on
your staff should have their buy-in early-

by Michael C Zirnrnemtan. Zimrnemzan is libray administratoc Federal Resewe Bank of
Dallas. For more inJonation on "PublicRelations Outiook, or to contribute to the column,
please contact Directol; Public Relations jennfer Stowe at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 634;
fau: 1-202-265-931C e-mail:jennfer@sIa. og.
"
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the earlier the better. From the moment tiie
idea of putting strategic documents in@
place becomes a reality, it is important to
alert your staff to such an event. People
liked to be asked their opinion, especially if
they have a stake in the outcome. As you
begin to have an idea for new direzions for
your library, cail a staff meeting m d discuss it wkii Clem. By doing this. you are
getting your staff ready for c h a ~ g ebefore
any change has taken place. Ask for volunteers to help begin writing the document
which wi:l become your plan of action for
several years t~ ccme.
Once you have formed your team, make
sure tF:ey have the allotted time to write the
plan. Too many times staff members are
given added duties without taking existing
responsibilities a~izy. Shift some duties to
other staff members wkierever possible
making sure such shiftiig never occurs
with a staff member's major job description.
Shift only those duties which can easily be
handled by otk,ers and only in small portions. Any shifting of the respo~sibilities
must be understood by all as a way to help
the strategic plan come to Mfdrnent with
no staff member becoming overburdened. If
the shifting of duties cannot fall nnder this
criteria, you nay have to extend your time
line for implementation of your plan. You
are trying to build creative staff members,
not stir up bitter ones. Hook at your reward
structures and try to build in a reward system for your support employees as they
take on other responsibilities to help bring
the plan to action. The more ownership you
can build into your entire staff, the better
chance your plan has to succeed.
Along with your s-dff being active participants in briiiging this plan to action, it is
also vital you bring y ~ u rcore customers
along dose behind. As you may hav, some
surprises in store concerning what your staff
thinks of strategic planning, yoia also may
be cmght off guard by your customers.

Make sure you give them opportunities to
add their identity to this document in positive ways. Set up focus groups to discuss
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From beginning to end
consider your management. Make sure they
understand where you are headed at aU
points of the process. Be clear in your goals

and be able to state what resources you will
need to bring your plan into place. Obviously, they will be alerted right after you
have had the thought, " What my library
really needs is a good strategic plan." Once
you have sold them on this being the right
idea, do not at any point leave them in the
dark. You will need their guidance and direction, as they will be the one signing off
on major potions of your project at various
stages. They can also be 2 help in guiding
your staff to making the right decisions for
your library as well as being someone your
customer base sees as being a true support
to your plan.
Hopefully by now you are seeing two
themes running through all aspects of this
planning. Communication in a two way fashion. Being able to talk to those stakeholders,
but more importantly, being able to listen to
what those stakeholders are telling you concerning your vision. With such cornmunication actively in place, the documents you
write will become true strategies towards a
successful knowledge experience for you and
everyone who comes into your library no
matter the community you serve.
8
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As a preface to
our tour, consider
Indianapoiis the hub
of a wheei and rhe
interstate highways
the spokes of the
wheel. As you enrer and
ieave the ciry by thcsc
highways, you'll find some
interesting places to visit!

Near 8-69
Let's begin our tour on 1-69 from Michigan, entering Indiana from the northeast.
Just off the interstate at Auburn is the Auburn Cord Duesenberg Museum. According
to Katie Clark, assistant life sciences Iibrarian at F'urdue University, you should allow
two hours to thoroughly investigate the
museum which houses about 150 makes of
beautiful luxury classic cars. East of Auburn on State Road 1 in Saint Joe, CIark
also enjoyed her tour of the Ralph Sechler
and Son pickle factory where forty kinds of
pickles-some of them unique-are produced. Further along 1-69 is Fort Wayne.
Take time to explore the Louis A. Warren
Lincoln Library and Museum. It houses
what is said to be the world's largest private
collection of Abraham Lincoln memorabilia,
including 400 photographs of Lincoln and
his descendants. Let the children play in
Science Central, "Indiana's amusement park
for the mind," an interactive science center.
They will also enjoy the Fort Wayne Children's Zoo. Further south, about five miles
from 1-69 is the small town of Fairrnont,
which is the birthplace of James Dean and
site of the James Dean Gallery. Moving on,
about 14 miles to the west of 1-69 on Highway 28 in Elwood, you'll find the House of
Glass where you can watch glass being
blown and purchase lamps or paperweights.

about one of her favorite piaces in Indiana:
"Whether you travel by car or by train,
Metamora, Indiana, is a step back into the
1800's to a historic canal town. The past
comes alive in this quaint southeastern corner of Indiana. This Mstoric 1838 shipping
a n a l town with a working grist milI also
provides a n a i boat rides ihrough the last
wooden aqueduct in the U~ited States,
horse and carriage rides, approximately 116
Kationd Register of Historic Buildings, galleries with works by local artist, dozens of
restaurants and eaterles among one hundred gift and specialty shops housed in the
hildings of yesteryear. If traveling by car
from Indianapolis, take State Road 52 and
turn south at the Old Metamora sign. If a
train trip is preferred, take Indiana's longest
scenic railroad (32 mile) round trip from
Connersville to Metamora and enjoy a
F $ G !-70
~
weekend or an afternoon visiting the many
Linking Indianapolis in the center of In- shops, strolling through the park or walkdiana to Richmond on the easternmost edge ways, and watching wheat being stone
of the state is 1-70. A few miles west of ground into flour by !te canal's authentic
Richmond, State Road 1 intersects with the water-powered grist mill. As you travel
interstate. Head south on State Road 1 to dong the route which follows the towpath
Connersville. From there, take the White- of the Whitewzter Canal, you will see the
water Valley Railroad for a scenic ride to the canal Feeder Dam at Laurel, Indiana, which
historic canal town of Metamora. Martha diverted river water into the Whitewater
Scanlon, a former member of the Indiana Shipping Canal, as well as remnants of
Chapter of SLA, has written the fdlowing some of the 19 original canal locks that raised
andlor lowered canal boats to the next elevation of the canal. During the month of june,
Compiled by Sarah A. Kelly. Dl&is Ire sciences libranan, Purdue Universig.For more in- there is usually the Armid Strawberry Daze,
formation about the conference, ?&it SLA's Web site at;. www.sla.orp/confnfmmeet~index.hhtm2,National Lease of American Pen Women
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If you want to see more glass, travel to
Muncie. Indiana, a few miles east of 1-69.
Muncie is the home of the Ball Corporation,
manufacturer of-among other items-the
famous glass food containers. The corporation's museum contains an extensive collection of rare and beautiful early glass containers. Ball State University, also in Muncie, has an art gallery in its Fine Arts Building which houses the BalUKraft collection
of ancient glass. Further south on 1-69 is
Anderson. Hoosier Park is one of the attractions here featuring harness racing from
April to August and thoroughbred racing
from September through November. East of
Anderson is Mounds State Park, site of ten
earthwork structures built by pre-historic
Indians. The largest mound is believed to
have been constructed about 160 B.C.

State Art Show, Old-Fashioned Ice Cream
Social and Hymn Sing, and Old Metamora Car
Show and Craft Fair. At the end of the day,
you may spend the night in one of the quaint,
but modem bed &breakfasts or inns that are
located in and around Metamora. For more
information about inns, camping, and bed 6r
breakfast places, take a look at http://
~w.metamora.~m/d'~ectoly.html."

From I.74
South of 1-70 is 1-74, the major route
between Cincinnati and Indianapolis. A
few miles south of 1-74 on the Ohio River
is Aurora, which is the location of Hillforest Mansion, a Wational Historic Landmark
and fuily restored "steamboat Gothic"
house built in the 1850's. From Aurora,
take State Road 56 which follows the Ohio
River for some beautiful river scenery.
Stop at Rising Sun for that town's open-air
trolley tour of its historic sites. Then, further down State Road 56, tour Madison. In
the 19th century, this historic town was a
center of Ohio River commerce. Its entire
downtown is one of the finest displays of

19th century architecture in the Midwest.
There are also wineries in the Madison
area that offer cellar tours by appointment.
One of the state's loveliest state parks,
Clifty Falls, noted for its waterfalls and
deep-bouldered canyon, is nearby.

leaded-glass windows, and features intricate
embellishments hand-carved from 15 types
of wood. Miniature models of Howard-built
steamboats and rooms furnished like staterooms add to the interest of this museum. If
you're a baseball fan. a visit to Hillerich
and Bradsby Company's Bat Museum
Bblea~11-65
would certainly please you. The museum
1-65 leads into Indianapolis from the contains Louisville Sluggers used by some
south via Louisville, Kentucky. Get off that very famous baseball players. Tours of the
highway at Clarksville, Indiana, to visit the company's plant are also available. About
falls of the Ohio Stzte Park and see some of 60 miles north just off 1-65 is Columbus,
the largest exposed Devonian fossil beds noted for its contemporary architecture of
(386 million years old) in the world. Some of 55 public and private buildings. Begin your
my fondest memories in the Louisville area tour at the Columbus Visitor's Center locatwere looking at the flocks of migrant shore- ed at 506 Fifth Street.
birds that touched down here during fall and
This tour around Indiana will be continspring migrations. Although the best time to ued in the next issue of Inmation Outlook.
see the fossil beds is the period from A~~gust In the meantime, you may request inforthrough October, the park is still worth a vis- mation about Indiana attractions by calling
it because of its ourstanding interpretive 1-800-291-8844 or visiting Indiana Tourism
center. If you're interested in the era of the Division's Web page at: mv,state.in.us/
steamboat, or even if you're not, visit the tourism. From that page, one can also link to
Howard Steamboat Museum, housed in the information about bed 6r breakfast accom22 room late-Victorian Howard mansion in modations, other Web sites around the state,
Jeffersonville. The house has stained- and and a clickable map of Indiana.
8
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Did Y@uKnow That,,,
The association maintains nine separate
funds in carrying out the policies and practices of the association. Since SLA is incorporated in the United States, the fund accounting and classification standards are
determined by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB). The purpose of
the FASB standards is to provide a comparable reporting and regulation of all not-forprofit organizations. Funds are classi5ed by
FASB as restricted or unrestricted. Restricted funds are those for which there is a specific purpose and/or use. Transfers in and
out of restricted funds are limited to the
specific purpose or use. In SLA's situation,
all fund transfers require approval of the
board of directors.
Of the nine funds currently in place, the
General Fund is the largest and most active.
The General Fund includes the activities of
the association to develop and deliver the
programs and services to the membership,
including membership development; serial
publications; exhibits and advertising; conferences and meetings; professional development; career services; public relations;
government relations; marketing and fund
development; leadership development; research; information resources; financial services; administrative services; and computer services. The current budget of the General Fund exceeds $5 million and is growing consistently each year.
The restricted funds are reserve and endowment funds established by the Board
of Directors for more specific purposes.
There are currently eight subsidiary funds:
General Reserve; Information Technologies; Building Reserve; SLA Scholarship;
Non-Serial Publications; Special Libraries

Association Endowment; Steven I. Goldspiel
Memorial Research; and Coplen. The fund
purpose statements are detailed below:
General Reserve Fund: Serves to augment regular operating funds so that essential
association activities and financial commitments can be sustained during unanticipated
periods of low income or ixreased expense
due to economic, legal. or regulatory problems. The goal of the fund, as set by board
action, is to maintain reserves equal to one
year's operating expenses. An annual contrbution ($25,000) is made from the General
Fund to ensure its growth for future needs.
Information Technologies Fund: Serves
as a source of revenue for the purchase of
technology. including computer software md
hardware; telecommunications equipment;
and other critical systems. An annual contribution ($10,000) is made from the General
Fund to ensure its growth for future needs.
Building Reserve: Serves as a source of
zevenue for the unexpected, and not for
day-to-day operational expenses. An annual contribution (currently $60,000) is nade
from the General Fund to ensure its growth
for future needs. An amount not to exceed
$30,000 may be spent by the executive director in the event of an emergency, without
prior board approval. A fund balance cap of
$500.000 has been established by the
board of directors.
SLA Scholarship Fund: Serves to support annual scholarship awards to candidates who qualify for accredited library
schools. Total awards of five scholarships
(four SLA Schoiarships, one Affirmative
Action Scholarship, and one Mary Adeline
Conner Scholarship) at $6,000 each are issued. Scholarships are to be paid from
earnings on the principal balance.

by Richard Wallace. Vfallace fs managec Technical InJonnation Centec A.E Staig
Manz&achrring Company, Decahq i'i. For more informahon on "Monq Matters, or tc
contribute to the column, please contact WaIIace at;. I-217-421-3283;Ju: 1-217-4212419; e-mail: rewallace@aestalq.com.
,"
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Non-Serial Publications (NSP) Fund:
Used for producing and promoting the sales
of non-serial publications. It is intended to
be a self-sustaining fund based on the sales
of the books produced.
SLA Endowment Fund: Serves to provide programs and services which will furthe: the scientific, literary, and educationai
purposes for which SLA is organized and
operated. Such programs and services include publications, research projects, study
grants, continuing education programs,
public awareness activities, specid studies,
and information dissemination activities.
Grants are made from 93 percent of the prior year's principal earnings.

Steven 1. Goldspiel Memorial Research Fund: Serves to silpport the
projects which address the goals as identified in the association's Research program,
as approved by the board. The principal investment of $75,000 made by Disclosure,
Inc. ad any silbsequent contributions
shall remain intact.
Coplen Fund: Serves as a source of revenue for he ROE Coplen Leadership Address at the Winter Education Conference or
other appropriate meeting. Tne prior year's
interest on principal earnings onl~7shall be
expended.
In the General F~tind,several programs
and activities typically realize a net income
at the end of the fiscal year: membership
development, conferences and meetings,
professional development; fund development, and investments. These revenue-producers fund the remaining programs acd
services (serial publications, w e e r services, public relations, government reiations,
research, and information resources). In the
subsidiary funds, the main sources of revenue are realized from i ~ v e s t ~ e nincome
t
and contributions.
Audited financid statements of each
specific fund are prepared annually by an
independent accounting firm as approved
by the board of directors.
8

For more information visit our Web
site at 'iww.sla.org or call SLA
headquarters at 1-202-234-4700.

AUZE Annual Csnfwence
http:Ilww.si.umich.edulALlSE

I988 Wilfter Meetiq
Building Monuments for the Future

ALISE

January22-24, 1998
Washington, DC
ada.internet.com

7 898 Winter
Education Conference
.learned.co.uk/eventsl

January 25-27,1998
Washington, DC

MMdk Mnirgenrent Iststfiutt!
Technology and Applications
January27-28, 1998
Washington, DC

It's hard to be an effic~entInternet searcherthere is so much of it, so many different tools
from which to choose, and so many varying features associated with each tool. Over more than a
year of teaching classes on Internet Searching,
we have found the best thiig we can do for aspiring searchers is to provide them with strategies rather than detailed, recipe-like instructions
for every tool. This strategic approach seeks to
help the users analyze their queries; help the users grasp the basic types and principles of
Internet search tools; and determine which type
of tool might provide the most likely starting
point for their type of question.

Staatigies coneernant les

Esfmtegias para expbor~rei Bntermt

whe~chessskar 14

por Suzanne 5. Bell

par Suzanne 5. Bell

est difficce d.etre un chercheuI ef~cacesur
Internet - Internet est si vaste, 2 o ~ une si gand
hok doutils el tant de caradristiques differentes .
sent attach&s chape outil, ~ o u enseignons
s
la

technique des recherches sur Internet depuis plus
d'un ar. et notre experience indique que la meilleure
ticlique est de fournir aux chercheurs en herbe des
strategies plut6t que de leur donne; des instructions
detaiiICes pour chaque ouiil, 6 I'instar d'une recette.
Cede approche centree sur la stratkgie vise a aider
les usagers a analyser ~ U I Sinterrogations, a saisk &
la fois les differents types d'outik de reciherche sur
Internet et les principes de ces outils, et a determiner
quelle sorte doutil serait le meillenr point de depart
pour leur question particuliere.

.
'

Es dificil ser un explorador eficaz del
hternet-hay tanto; mtos instrdmentos distintos
para escoger, y tantas caracteristicas variadas asociadas con ~ d Lrstrumento.
a
Despues de mas de
un aiio d a d o class sobre Ia e@oracijn del
Internet, hemos !&to que 10 mejor que podemos
hacer por 10s aspiranks exploradores es proporcionarlos con esbategias, en vez de instrxciones
detalladas de estilc recetii, para cada iwtrume~to.
Este enfoque es&ate@co pretende qmdar a los
u t r i d o r e s a an&ar sus &idas; a y a h a 10s
utilizadores a cornprender 10s tipos y prjncipios
basicos de ios insmmentos de expioraci6n dei
ktemet:
determar cudtipo de insmmento
podria proporcionar punto de partida mas adequado para su tip0 de inrenogantee.

Ovc~emlagQraera&wa-%ian:
by Andrew J. Berner

Everyone procrastinates. Indeed, it is the very
pervasiveness of the problem which prevents us
from taking it as seriously as it merits. It is d8cult to be overly concerned with a vke which is so
common that it has become the subject of humorous T-shirts, mugs, or other paraphernalia bearing
such statements as, "I'm going to stop procrastinating... tomorrow!" or "Never put off till tomorrow what you can do the day after tomorrow." Despite the levity, it is important to recognize procrastination as the serious time-waster it is, affecting not only the amount of work we and our
staffs are able to accomplish, but the quality of
that work as well. In the information services field
we are always looking for ways to improve he efficiency and effectiveness of our work in our nei7er-ending effort to demonstrate the vital importance of what we do. Controlling procrastinarion is
certainly a major step in that direction.

%

por Andrew Berner

primkes sur les tee-shirrs, tasses ou autres anicles
qui deciarent par exemple: u Je vais cesser de reinettre
au lendemain ... demain! x ou bien Ne remets jamais a demain ce que tu peux faire apres-demain.
Malgre la EgBetk du ton, 3 est important de reannaitre que la procrastination esr m e seneuse perte de
temps et affecte non seulement la quantite de travail
qxe notre personnel et nous sommes capables
d'accompli, mais aussi la qualitt de ce travail. Dans
ie domaine des services. iies a IlinfOrxnation, nous
cherchons toujours Ges moyens d'arne'liorer
i'efficience et I'eEcacite de notre travail dans notre
eternel effort de dernontrer !importance vitale de ce
que nous faisons. Contr6ler ia procrastination est certainement un pas important.dans cette direction.

co de camisetas, m a s [mugs]. o cualquier 025
parafemalia con declaraciones como, "Voy a empezar a resoIver,..jmaiiana!" o "No dejes para
maiiana lo que puedes hacer pasado &anan. A
pesar de la frivolidad, es importante reconocer la
falta de resolucion como la seria perdida de tiempo
que es, que afecta a no solamente lz cantidad de
trabajo nosotros y nuestro personal pdemos terniinar, s i o tambikn B calidad de ese habajo. En d
m p o del servicio de la infonnacion siempre estamos buscando maneras de mejorar la eficiencia y la
eficacia de nuestic trabajo en nuestro interminable
esfuerzc de demostrar la importancia vi't de lo que
hacemos. El controlar la faka de resolucion es segurarllente un paso impomnte en esa diieccion.

((

))

Poumir du rolirte : Comment un

E j pader a solas:

bibll~-%hCc&in
~olllstcpsutif
maximiser son iusfluetxe?
by Guy St. Clair

One-person librarians (variously identified as
"solo librarians," "solos," "one-man bands," and
"single-staff practitioners") are unquestionably
the information providers of the future, and the
reason is not hard to understand. As more and
more organizations downsize, rightsize, and otherwise seek to control operations costs, more and
more managers are determining that what they
need for information delivery is one well-educated, well-organized, and enthusiastic employee
who delights in the challenges of providing information services in a focused environment. Oneperson librarians are the ideal practitioners for
this work, and they will be increasingly acknowledged as such, as information management
moves into the twenty-first century.
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par Andrew I Berner

coma bibliatesorlos Onisos kstilizan
sla

par Guy St. Clair

Certaines bibliotheques ne disposent que d'un
seul bibliothecaire, gknkraiement denom6 K bibiiothecaire en solo a so2ste K homme-orchestre ou
bien patricien et membre unique &I personnel r. Ce
bibliothecaire est indubitablement ':e foumisseur
d'informations du futur, et B n'es: pas diff~ciled'en
amprendre la raison. Au fur et a mesure qu'un nombre croissant d'entreprises digaissent leurs effectifs,
atteignent la taille dCsiree et cherchent d'une faeon ou
d'une autre a contr6ler le aiit des opharions, de p
en plus de dirigeants arrivent a la conclusion Quece
dont ils ont besoin pour delivrer des informations est
un seul salarie dot4 d'une bonne formation, bien or)),

ilnflraeweia sB m&xiimsr

por Guy St. Clair

)),

))

((

.

ganisC et enthousiaste qui
plaisir a relel,er ies
defis inherents a fourniture d'infomations dans ur,
dieu
cenhC, Les bibliotheaires en solo sent les
pour cette ache et as seront de @as
praticiens
en Flus reconnus en cette capacie hr et mesure .

que la gestion de Pinformation avance et entre dans ie
vingt et mitime siecle.

Bibliotecarios h k o s (diversamente !dent%=60s como "bibliotecarios solos", "solos", "orquesta
de una persona", y "practim.te de personal unico")
son sin duaa 10s suminishadores de la information
del futuro, y no es d%cil comprender porcpC A
w e mas y m&s org6n-hciones despiden,
pretenden conreducen el personal, y par 10
y & adminkeolar e~asto de operaciones,
h determinan que
~ b que neesitan
~
para dis-~
tribuir infomaci6n es un empleado bien edumdo.
bien orgaizado
entusiasmdo, q.de se encan@
con 10s retos de proporcionar servicios de informacihn en un aabiente enfocado. Bibliotecarios
unicos son b s praceicantes ideales para este trabajo, y s e r h cada vez m k reconocidos COmO d e s , a
medida que la administration de la idormacion se
desplaza hacia el sigio veintiuno.

Annual Salary Survey 1997
The most detailed and accurate salarg data for
information professionals.
Based on current (1997) data gathered from an SLA member survey, this
comprehensive analysis will provide accurate and
up-to-date U S . and Canadian salary information
including industry type, geographical area, job
Suecia1 LibrariesAssociation
title, budget range, and years of experience.
1997 ISBN 0-87111-477-1
Price: $54.00, SLA members $45.00

@

Sponsor of thcNbnserial

Application materials for the 1998 Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial Research Qrantare NOW
AVAILABLE! The amount of the 1998 award will be approximately $20,000. Applications
are evaluated based on the purpose and objectives of the proposed project, the
significance of the topic to the profession, the project s methodology, qualifications of
staff, and the appropriateness of the project s budget and timetable. According to SLA's
Research Agenda, the following topics are of particular interest:
Futures; Current/User Issues; Measures of Productivity and Value; Client/User
Satisfaction Measures; Staffing.
The deadline for submission of proposals is February 27, 1998.
For further information, visit our Web site at www.sla.org or contact Director, Research
Ruth M. Arnold, Ph.D. at: 1-202-234-4700,ext. 6 15; fax: 1-202-265-9317; e-mail:
ruth@sIa.org.
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and some supervisory experience. Please reply to Joan
Brown, Head, Human Resources Department, CleveIand Public
Library, 325 Superior Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 441 14-1271.

more modern foreign languages.
DESIRED
QUAUFICATIONS;
Ability to work effectively in a
changing organization and to
provide leadership in the transition to a networked environment. Familiarity wjth the role
Cmm LIBRARIAN
RESPONSI- of the cataloger's workstation in
technical services operations.
BILITIES:Contributes to planning
and process improvement for the Good communication and interdepartment and functions in a personal skills; good analytical
leadership role during the plan- and problem-solving skills.
ning and implementation of the Strong service orientation. ExLibraries' new integrated online perience in training staff. Two
system. Serves as a resource years professional experience in
person for clerical copy catalog- an academic or research library;
ers and database maintenance reading knowledge of Western
staff in matters relating to cata- European languages and/or
loging and authorities. Respon- Russian; working knowledge of
sible for original and complex AACR cataloging rules, LC rule
copy cataloging of monographs interpretation, LC subject headand serials in all subject areas ings, authority practices, MARC
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WE BUY&&WICCRL ~ % T A c I s ,
and journals in all research subjects. Call or send your list of
atailable years/volumes. Research Periodicals & Wok Ser%ices,Inc. P.O. Box 720728,
Houston, TX 77272. Fax (713)
779-2992. Phone (723) 7792999. Toll Free 1-800-5210061. Email:rpbs@rpbs.com. We
sell space-saving microfilm for
many titles.

EXPERT CATALOGING
~
OutSERVICES W I FASTCAT
sourcing doesn't have to be
painful: Clear up backlogs, special collections, foreigr? language
cataloging, or just supplement
your technical services staff. Library Associates provides Original and Copy cataioging, and
Retrospective conversion services. USMARC or customized formats. Send the work off-site to
us or we'll send staff to you.
fastcat@prirnenet.com or (800)
987-6794 for more information.

Cohmcr CATALOGWG:
for ongoing, current cataloging or
help with cataloging backlogs,
use the OCLC TechPro service.
TechPro provides expert cataloging and processing that's
customized and affordable. Ask
us about the new basic price
option for books and serials
projects that require only minimal editing. Contact OCLC at 1800-848-5878, ext. 4386 or
send e-mail to: marcia-stout
@ocic.org.

LIERARY BENCHMARKING step-by-step notebooks, bimonthly newsletter, training
classes and consulting service.
Increase your library's performance & profile by using successful Total Quality methods.
For a free copy of Librav
Benchmarking Explained, contact Library Benchmarking In&
PO Box 2593, Universal City,
TX 78148; 800-659-1914 'oice
Q fax; Ibi@world-net.net; or
visit our homepage (http:;:
wnw.world-net.netlusers/lbi) .

Envision a research information database that you can access anywhere, a n p m e
you want. One that allows you to h& to colleagues, publishers, and other important
repositories of data. One that offers a flexible research environment, with sophisticated
and unique search and retrieval tools that each user within your organization can
access according to his or her own preferences.
- avadable today as your sitewide
That database is Current Contents ConnectTM
Internet or Intranet current awareness solution.
CC ConnectTM
delivers all you have come to expect from a Current Contents" database
- the latest information, complete bibliographic data and tables of contents, and superb,
flexible searching and browsing - now easily accessible through your Web browser. It
offers sitewide access to a distinguished selection of thousands of the world's most
prestigious scient$& and scholarly publications in hundreds of disciplines.
Take a closer look at CC Connect, the research database that transforms the nature of
literature research. For more information and a free trial, call your local IS1 agent or
representative. Or contact IS1 at one of the numbers listed below.
Phone: 1-800-336-4474
or 215-386-0100
Fax: 215-386-2911
E-mail: sales@isinet.com

IS1 Europe
Phone: i-44-1895-270016
Fax: +44-1595-256710
E-mail: tlksales@isinet.com

lSl Japan
Phone: +81-3-5562-3571
Fax: +81-3-5562-3564
E-mail: jpinfo@isinet.com

Institute for Scientific Information"
Publisher of Cwuent Contents@and Science Citation Index@
United States Europe Japan http://www.isinet.com

WE'LL KEEP
YOU POSTED
World Reporter"" keeps you on top of business
news and intelligence across the globe...in both
emerging and developed markets...all through
one online database delivering over 300-andcounting quality sources-including the top
newspapers, newswires, and business magazines
from every region of the world. Jointly developed
by Knight-Ridder Information, Dow Jones
Interactive Publishing, and Financial Times
Information, World Reporter contains full-text
articles for most English-language sources and
English abstracts for local-language sources.
Updates posted throughout the day, every day,

give you the latest global insights...easily. The
precision indexing and the unbeatable searching
power of DIALOG (File 20) and DataStar (REPO)
ensure you'll always be completely informed. So
stay posted around the world. Phone t1-650-2548800,l-800-334-2564, or visit our Web site at
http://www.krinfo.com/.
In Europe call +44 171 930
5503.

/-'----,
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